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Abstract. Let k be an algebraically closed field, and let R be a finitely gen- 
erated, connected graded k-algebra, which is a domain of Gelfand-Kirillov di- 
mension two. Write the graded quotient ring Q(R) of R as D [ z , z - t ; a ] ,  for 
some automorphism a of the division ring D. We prove that D is a finitely 
generated field extension of k of transcendence degree one. Moreover, we de- 
scribe R in terms of geometric data. If R is generated in degree one then, up to 
a finite dimensional vector space, R is isomorphic to the twisted homogeneous 
coordinate ring of an invertible sheaf ~ over a projective curve Y. This im- 
plies, in particular, that R is Noetherian, that R is primitive when I~rl -- ~ and 
that R is a finite module over its centre when I~1 < ~ .  If R is not generated 
in degree one, then R will still be Noetherian and primitive if a has infinite 
order, but R need not be Noetherian when a has finite order. 
O. Introduction 
It is intuitively clear that the ring of functions on an affine algebraic curve can 
have no noncommutative analogue, because the functions on a curve depend on 
one variable, and functions of one variable commute with each other. Indeed, a 
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fundamental theorem of Small and Warfield [SW] asserts that a finitely gener- 
ated prime algebra S over a field k which has linear growth is a finite module 
over its centre, and that its centre is a finitely generated k-algebra of dimension 
one. Moreover, if the ground field is algebraically closed and if S is a domain, 
then S is commutative. Thus their result provides a precise formulation of the 
intuitive picture for affine curves. It is extended by the theorem of Bergman 
[Be], [KL], according to which the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension, which measures 
the growth of an algebra, cannot lie in the range 1 < d < 2. But a projective 
curve is defined by a graded ring of dimension 2, and noncommutative graded 
algebras with quadratic growth do exist. The quantum polynomial rings, such 
as 
A = klx,  y ) / ( y x  - x y  - x2) ,  
are well-known examples. 
We will call a graded k-algebra R = (~,,>=o R,  finitely graded if it is a 
finitely generated algebra, and if R0 is a finite dimensional vector space over k. 
The purpose of this paper is to describe all Noetherian finitely graded domains 
of  GK-dimension 2 over an algebraically closed field, together with their pro- 
jective geometry, thereby giving a projective analogue of the theorem of Small 
and Warfield. We also describe the geometric conditions which a finitely graded 
domain of GK-dimension 2 must satisfy in order to be Noetherian. 
As in commutative algebra, a natural first step towards describing a graded 
domain R is to determine its "birational" structure, that is, to determine the 
graded ring of fractions Q, the ring obtained by inverting its homogeneous 
elements. The graded ring of fractions of a graded Goldie domain is described 
in [NV] as a skew Laurent polynomial ring D[z ,z -J;a] ,  in which rr is an 
automorphism of a division ring D, and multiplication is defined by zd = d~z. 
If R were commutative and two-dimensional, then D would be the function field 
of the associated projective curve, and c~ would be the identity automorphism. 
The first result of the paper generalizes this description to noncommutative 
rings: 
Theorem 0.1. Let R be a f initely graded domain such that 2 <= GKdim(R)  < 
l J with graded quotient ring D[z , z -J ;  a]. 
5 ~ 
(i) The division ring D is a .finitely generated module over its centre K, 
and K is a finitely generated field extension o f  k o f  transcendence degree one. 
I f  k is algebraically closed, then D = K. 
(ii) Conversely, i f  D is as in (i) and i f  S is any f initely graded subring o f  
D[z,z-I'a],, then GKdim(S)  =< 2. More  precisely, there exists a constant c 
such that dimk Sn < cn, j a r  all n > 1. 
The theorem can be regarded as saying that, when k is algebraically closed, 
R is determined birationally by an automorphism of an algebraic curve. The 
natural generalization of the theorem to semi-prime Goldie rings also holds 
(see Theorem 1.1 and Remark 1.17 for the precise statement). 
As is illustrated by examples in Sect. 1, Theorem 0.1 does not extend 
directly to domains of GK-dimension > 3. However, the number !~ seems to 
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appear because of technical limitations in our proof. Since this number has no 
obvious intrinsic significance, we are led to conjecture that a graded domain 
cannot have GK-dimension strictly between 2 and 3. 
In outline, the proof  of  Theorem 0.1 runs as follows: Let b be a nonzero 
homogeneous element of  R. Since R is a graded Ore domain, we may find 
a common right denominator for the fractions b-lR=. In other words, there 
exists an integer t, so that b-IR,, C_ Rt,,[~,, ~ for some homogeneous element 
/r o f  the appropriate degree. The main step in the proof is a careful estimate 
of  the growth of the function t,, (see Proposition 1.4). Using this estimate, we 
show that the division ring D has GK-dimension < 2. This being the case, 
Bergman's  theorem shows that GK dim(D) < 1, which puts one in position to 
apply the theorem of  Small and Warfield to complete the proof. 
We now pass to the geometric description of  a ring R satisfying the hypothe- 
ses of  Theorem 0.1. For this, we need to assume that D = K in Theorem 0.1 
and so, for the rest o f  the introduction, we will assume that k is algebraically 
closed. Thus, D is now the function field of  a smooth, projective curve X. The 
model for our program is again provided by algebraic geometry. The classic 
results of  Serre [Se] describe the commutative situation in the following way: 
Let R be a commutative graded domain of  dimension 2, which is generated by 
finitely many elements of  degree 1. There exist a projective curve Y and an 
invertible sheaf ~ on Y such that, for large n, Rn ~ H~ cj~| The next 
result (Theorem 4.7) extends Serre's theorem to noncommutative rings, using 
Van den Bergh's  notion [AV] of  a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring: 
Theorem 0.2. Let R be a .finitely 9raded domain of GK-dimension 2, which 
is .finitely 9enerated by elements of  de,qree 1. There exist a projective curve 
Y, an automorphism ~ of Y, and an invertihle sheaf ~ on Y, such that Jbr 
n > > 0 ,  Rn ~ H~ (~ cS~ ~ . . . |  Lf~=-~). 
Thus R has finite codimension in the twisted homogeneous coordinate ring 
B(Y, cS, a); the graded ring defined by B= H~174174 ~) ). Its 
structure is well understood, and as a consequence, one obtains: 
Corollary 0.3. [AV], [ST] Let R be as in Theorem 0.2. Then R is Noetherian, 
and the quotient cate.qory ~-R  of finitely .qenerated ,qraded right R-modules 
modulo those of finite lenqth is equivalent to the category mod-~C;~v of coherent 
sheaves on Y. Moreover, if  [a] < co then R is .finite module over its centre. 
The case that R is not generated in degree one, however, differs essentially 
from commutative algebra, and exhibits a striking new phenomenon. Of  course 
it may happen, as it always the case if R is commutative, that some Veronese 
ring R (J) = ~=_>0 R~a is generated in degree one; that is, generated by RcI a) = 
Rd. I f  so, then R is a finite RIa)-module and, as in the commutative case, the 
structure of  R is closely related to that of  R (a). So Theorem 0.2 can be applied 
to such rings. (See Section 6 for further details.) 
Unlike the commutative case, though, it may also happen that no Veronese 
ring is generated in degree one; indeed, this occurs frequently. A typical 
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example is the subring R = k + yA of the quantum polynomial ring A which 
was mentioned above. This ring was studied in [SZ], where it is shown that 
R is Noetherian if and only if the characteristic of  the field k is zero. Thus, 
though this is a graded domain of GK-dimension 2, which has a finite presen- 
tation with integer coefficients, and whose presentation and Hilbert function are 
independent of the characteristic, the Noetherian property fails to be pre- 
served under reduction modulo p for any prime p! Our results show that this 
dichotomy occurs generally, although it is actually controlled by the order 
of  a rather than the characteristic of  the field. 
The next two theorems summarize the main results of Sects 5 and 6. 
Theorem 0.4. Let R be a .finitely graded domain o f  GK-dimension 2. 
(i) If" a has infinite order, then R is a Noetherian, primitive ring, and 
evo  T Veronese ring o f  R is .finitely generated 
(ii) I f  a has f inite order d and i f  no Veronese ring o [ 'R  is generated 
in degree one, then R is not Noetherian. Indeed, R (d) is a commutative ring 
which is not finitely generated. 
The structure of R when [a I = ~ is made considerably more precise in the 
paper, but for simplicity we only state the implications for a Veronese ring 
below. A complete description of the rings which arise in case (ii) of Theorem 
0.4 remains to be found. 
Theorem 0.5. Let R be as in Theorem 0.4. Assume that no Veronese ring o f  
R is generated in degree one, and that la[ = ~ .  Then, after replacing R by 
an appropriate Veronese ring, the following hold: 
(i) There is an algebraic curve Y and there is a sequence o f  invertible 
sheaves {5('m} on Y, such that Rm ~- H~ Y, CJ~ m ), Jbr all m >= 1. 
(ii) R is generated in degrees one and two. 
(iii) R is contained in a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring B = B(Y, .~.1/, 
a)  in such a way that B is f initely generated as a right R-module but infinitely 
generated as a left R-module. 
(iv) -~f-R is equivalent to mod-Cr. 
The idea behind the proof of  the last three theorems is as follows. For sim- 
plicity, let us suppose that R1 4:0 (see Proposition 2.21 and Section 6 for the 
methods by which one can reduce to this case). Fix a non-zero z C RI and 
write Rm : -Rm zm, SO that R,~ is a subspace of the function field D = k (X) .  
The subspace R, generates a fractional ideal (~x-R,, in the structure sheaf (!~x, 
and therefore determines a divisor D,,. Much of the structure of the ring R 
is encoded in these divisors and a detailed analysis of  the asymptotic struc- 
ture of  {D,} is given in Sect. 2. For example, while Theorem 0.4(ii) follows 
easily from the fact that the Veronese ring R Id) is commutative, the explana- 
tion for this phenomenon really stems from peculiarities inherent in {D,} (see 
Propositions 2.6 and 2.8). 
For the rest of the introduction, assume either that R is generated in de- 
gree one or that a has infinite order. A key observation in the latter case, and 
the ultimate reason why Theorem 0.4(i) is true, is that the finite orbits of a 
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are actually fixed points. This is significant because, at these fixed points, the 
divisors D, behave as they would if a were the identity, i.e, as if R were 
commutative, and so peculiarities like those of  Theorem 0.4(ii) cannot occur. 
On the other hand, the structure o f  the Dn on an infinite orbit o f  a is tightly 
constrained (see Proposition 2.11). 
The space Rm also defines a morphism ~r,,, 9 X ~ Ym C ]P(R;~) and the 
information about divisors from Section 2 is used in Section 3 to show that 
the Ym are isomorphic for large m. (If R is not generated in degree one then, 
as with commutative rings, one may have to replace R by some Veronese ring 
before this holds.) This defines the curve Y of  Theorems 0.2 and 0.5; simply 
take Y = Ym for some m >> 0. Moreover, one now has induced morphisms 
q5 m 9 Y ~ IP(R2,) and it follows that the fractional ideal (~',,, = (r,v~,, is the 
pull back to Y of  the Serre twisting sheaf on IP(R,~). In particular, (~m is 
invertible and is the sheaf L//,,, o f  Theorem 0.5. A major step in the proofs 
of  Theorems 0.2-0.5 is to show that Rm = H~ Ym) (see Theorem 4.1 and 
Proposition 5.4). 
__r;m I 
When R is generated in degree one, Rm = RIR/" '"  RI and so ~,,~ = 
( rrm 1 
Yl  @ " "  @ S l  . Thus, Theorem 0.2 holds with ~ '  = C~'l. In the context 
of  Theorem 0.5, define ,,t"}. by .,i/'] " = 2/~,.+1~,71. Then one can show that 
.f;.  = ,,tr+~ = ~,'/~', for any large r. However, the fact that no Veronese ring 
of  R is generated in degree one implies that =D S i .  This is more or less 
equivalent to part (iii) o f  Theorem 0.5. 
!. The graded quotient ring of a graded prime ring of dimension two 
In this section, we describe the graded quotient ring of  a finitely graded, prime 
Goldie ring o f  Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 2. This proves, as a special case. 
Theorem 0.1 of  the introduction. We begin with some comments about quotient 
rings of  graded rings. 
Let A be a ;C-graded ring with at least one homogeneous, regular el- 
ement in positive degree. Then, A is a graded division ring if every ho- 
mogeneous element is invertible. By [NV, A.1.4.3], such a graded division 
ring A has the form of  a skew Laurent polynomial ring A = D[z,z-I;a], 
where a is an automorphism of  a division ring D and z is an element of  
positive degree. By [NV, A.I.5.8], A is a yraded simple Artinian rinq if 
A ~= M,,(A), the m x m matrix algebra over a graded division ring A, ex- 
cept that the degrees are shifted by some vector (dl . . . . .  dm) E ~m. This 
means that a matrix (au) E A is a homogeneous element o f  degree n if 
a~/ C An+j,_d/. Now let R be a graded, prime ring. By [LVV, II.1.2], R is 
Goldie if and only if it is graded Goldie. If  R is Goldie, with at least one 
homogeneous regular element o f  strictly positive degree, then [NV, C.I.1.6] 
implies that the homogeneous regular elements cg of  R form an Ore set and 
that the 9raded quotient rin9 Q(R) = R~ ' - I  o f  R is a graded simple Artinian 
ring. 
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Throughout this section, D will denote a division ring with an automor- 
phism a, and A will denote the Z-graded division ring D[z,z-1;a] .  A finitely 
generated field extension o f  k of  transcendence degree 1 will be called a Junc- 
tion f ield in one variable. Throughout, dim denotes dimension as a k-vector 
space, while Z(A)  will denote the centre of  a ring A. 
The object o f  this section is to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. Let  R be a ,finitely graded, prime Goldie ring with 1 < 
GKdim(R)  < ~ ,  that eontains a homogeneous', regular element o[  positive 
degree. Write Q(R)  = Mn(A), the shifted matr ix  ring over a qraded divi- 
sion ring A = D[z,z-1;cr]. Then the division ring D is'finite over its centre 
Z (D)  = K, and K is a function .field in one variable, l f  k is' algebraically 
closed, then D = K. 
Note that a domain R of  finite Gelfand-Kirillov dimension is automatically 
an Ore domain, [KL, 4.12], and so Theorem 1.1 incorporates Theorem 0.1(i). 
However, there do exist prime, finitely graded rings of  Gelfand-Kirillov dimen- 
sion two that are not Goldie (see Example 1.18) and so the Goldie condition is 
necessary in the prime case. The proof  in the case that R is a domain will take 
up most of  the section, since standard techniques can then be used to extend 
the result to the prime case. 
We will also prove the following converse to Theorem 1.1, which completes 
the proof  of  Theorem 0.1 : 
Theorem 1.2. Let  A = Mn(D[z , z - l ;  a]) be a graded, simple Artinian ring, 
where D is a .finite module over its centre K and K is' a ./'unction .field in one 
variable. Then, any finitely graded subring R o f  A has quadratic growth, in 
the sense that there is a constant c such that d im(R, )  < cn j b r  all n > O. 
In particular, GK dim(R) <= 2. 
A few comments  are in order before we begin the proofs. First, Theorem 
1.1 exhibits a dichotomy depending on the order of  a. For simplicity, we only 
state this for algebraically closed fields. 
Corollary 1.3. Keep the hypotheses o f  Theorem 1.1 and assume that D = K. 
Then R satisfies a polynomial  identity i f  Icrl < oc, but Z (R)  = k i f  lal = oo. 
Proo f  The Corollary follows from the observation that K[z; a] is a finite mod- 
ule over its centre if  ]a f < oc, while K[z; a] ~ = K ~ = k if [a[ = oc. [] 
By Bergman's  Theorem [KL, 2.5; Be], no ring can have Gelfand-Kirillov 
dimension strictly between one and two, and so, in fact, 2 < G K d i m ( R )  < I~ 5 
in Theorem 1.1. This also implies that, in Theorem 1.2, G K d i m ( R )  must be 
0, l, or 2, and of  course these cases are easily distinguished. The number 3~ 
in Theorem 1.1 has no obvious significance and we conjecture that, t f R  is a 
.finitely graded domain with GKdim(R)  < 3, then GKdim(R)  < 2. Indeed, 
we know of  no domain S whose Gelfand-Kirillov dimension is not an integer. 
However, as is shown by example at the end of  the section, this is about the 
only improvement that could be made to these results. 
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We now turn to the proof of  Theorem 1.1. The main point is to show that, 
if R is a domain satisfying the hypotheses of  (1.1), then G K d i m ( D ) =  1. This 
will be reduced to a certain combinatorial problem, and the following result 
provides the intermediate step: 
Proposition 1.4. Let S be a ,finitely graded domain which is' generated by 
SI as a k-algebra,, and with 2 =< GK dim(S)  < --.151 Fix a nonzero element 
b E SI. There exists a constant d > 0 and a sequence ~/" integers {z,,} with 
the following properties: 
(i) ~1 = 1 and ~ < dn 5/3 Jor all n >>= 1; 
(ii) For all n > 1, there exist non-zero homogeneous elements [~,~ E 
S~,,+l ... . .  such that S~,,fl, c_ bS,.,,, where v, = ~+1 - 1. 
We remark that, for any graded Ore domain S, part (ii) of  Proposition 
1.4 will hold for some sequence {r,} (write a basis of  b-lS~,, over a common 
right denominator) and so the estimate of  part (i) is the key point. The required 
upper bound on GK dim(D) follows easily from this result: 
Corollary 1.5. Let R be a finitely graded domain with 1 < G K d i m ( R )  < l~ 5 
and graded quotient ring Q(R)  = D[z,z-1; cr]. Then, GK dim(D) < 1. 
Proo f  We prove the corollary, assuming that Proposition 1.4 is true. It suffices 
to prove that, if T is a finitely generated subalgebra of  D, then G K d i m ( T )  < 1. 
Let T be generated by a finite dimensional k-subspace U. We may assume that 
1 E U, in which case we filter T by Ai = U'. Since R is a graded Ore domain, 
we may write the elements of  U over a common denominator, say U = Ab - I ,  
where b E Rd and A C_ Rj, for some d > 0. Let S be the subring of  R 
generated by Rd. Clearly, S is a graded subring of  R and so G K d i m ( S )  < I~ 5" 
If  G K d i m ( S )  < 2 then, by Bergman's Theorem, G K d i m ( S )  =< 1. Thus, S 
is a finite module over its centre, by [SW]. Therefore, if E denotes the full 
quotient ring of  S, then G K d i m ( T )  <= G K d i m ( E )  < 1, by [KL, Proposition 
4.2]. 
Thus, we may assume that G K d i m ( S )  > 2. We regrade S by defining 
S = @ Si for S, = (Rj)~. The hypotheses of  Proposition 1.4 are now satisfied 
and we choose the ~,~ and/q,, as defined there. Thus, b I S,,, C S,,,~ ~_ i fl,~ I, for 
each n. By induction, 
An+l C_ ( S t b - I ) ( S j b - I )  '~ C_ (Sib-I)(S,,,7,~ I ) C_ SISr,,+l-Ifl~lY2 1 = Sr,,+t ~,-lr,+~ , 
where 71 = b and 7,+1 = ?,fin for n > 1. Thus, dimAm < dimR .... for all 
m - > l .  
Finally, pick e > 0 such that G K d i m ( R )  < ~ - e .  By the next lemma, 
there exists a constant e > 0 such that dimRn < cn 6/5-~', for all n. Thus, 
by Proposition 1.4(i), dimAm < dimR~,, < c(dmS/3) 6/5-~: <= clm 2-~', for all 
m > 0 and c' = cd  6/5. In other words, G K d i m ( T )  < 2 and so, by Bergman's 
Theorem, G K d i m ( T )  < 1, as required. [] 
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Lemma 1.6. Let  R be a f ini te ly  graded ring which contains a homogeneous 
regular element o f  positive degree. Le t  d = GK dim(R),  and let e denote 
the greatest lower bound o f  the real numbers r such that j o r  some c > O, 
dim(Rn) < cn" f o r  all n. Then e = d - 1. 
We remark that the conclusion of  the lemma can fail if R contains no 
regular homogeneous element. 
Proo f  Let an = dim (Rn) and An = ao +" " + a,,. By definition, GK dim(R) is 
the greatest lower bound of  the real numbers s such that, for some c, An < cn ~ 
for all n. Now, if an < cn ~, then 
/ ' /  /1  
An = ~ a /  <= ~-~cj ~ <= c'n ~+l . 
/=o j=o 
Hence d < e + 1. For the opposite inequality, suppose that An <= cn s for 
all n. Let b be a homogeneous regular element o f  degree j > 0 in R. Since 
multiplication by b is injective, an < a~_~j for all n. Then 
na~ < an+,/+ a,,+21 + " 9 9 + a~+nj < An(j+l) < c ( j  + 1 )~n s cPn s 
Hence an < ctn s - l ,  which shows that e =< d -  1. Q 
We now turn to the proof of  Proposition 1.4. Keep the notation o f  that 
proposition and let V denote the graded right S-module S/bS. For n > 0, 
define 
F(n )  = d im(Sn)  and f ( n )  = dim(Vn);  
thus f ( n )  = F ( n ) -  F ( n -  1) and F(n)  = f ( O )  + . . .  + f ( n ) .  
Lemma 1.7. f ( n )  > 1 and F(n )  > n + I f o r  all n > O. 
Proo[~ The lemma amounts to the assertion that Sn 4:bSn_l for every n > 0. 
If  Sn = bSn-i  for some n, then, because S is generated in degree I, Sn+k -- 
bSn+k-j for every k > 0. Hence, F ( m )  is constant for m > n and, by Lemma 
1.6, GK dim(S)  <= 1. [] 
Consider the following condition on a pair o f  positive integers x , y  
f ( x  + i ) f ( x  + i + j )  < F ( j )  for some 
(1.8) 
in tegers i  > 0 a n d j  > 0 with i + j  < y .  
The significance of  this condition to Proposition 1.4 is given by the following 
result. 
Lemma 1.9. Assume that (1.8) is true. Then there is a nonzero element ~ E S~. 
such that Sxfl C_ bSx+y-1. 
P r o o f  Right multiplication by Sj on the right module V defines a k-linear map 
p :S j  ---+ Homk(Vx+i, Vx+i-~j). 
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If (1.8) holds, then the kernel of  p is not zero, and if 04 :w C ker(p), then 
S~+iw C bSx+,+i-l. Thus, /3 = uwv C Sy has the required property, for an3~ 
nonzero elements u E Si and v E S~' ~-/. [] 
The rest of  the proof of  Proposition 1.4 uses estimates which can be made 
for any real valued function f ( n )  defined on IN, such that f ( n )  > 1 for all n. 
So we fix such a function, and set F(n)  = f ( O )  + . . .  + f ( n ) .  
Lemma 1.10. There exists a constant Cl > 0 such that, ~' (1 .8)  is fa lse  f o r  
all inte,qers x, y >- O, then F(x  + y )  - F ( x )  > c l y  3/2. 
P r o o f  The hypothesis is that f ( x  + i ) f ( x  + i + j )  > F ( j )  for all integers 
i , j  > 0 with i + j  <= y.  I f y  = 0 or y = 1, when (1.8) is vacuously false, the 
desired equation holds for any cl < 1. If  y > 1, we expand 
(F(x  + y )  - F(x) )  2 = ( f ( x  + 1) + . . -  + f ( x  + y))2 
Y 
= ~-] , . l . (X + j ) 2  + 2 ~ f ( x  + i ) f ( x  + i + j )  
j - - ]  t,l>O 
t+! <= I' 
> 2 ~ F ( j )  > 2 ~ ( j + l )  
i , / > 0  t , />O 
1+/-<1' r  
y - - I  
= 2 ~ ( y - j ) ( j +  1) >: c2y 3 , 
j - I  
for the appropriate constant c2 > 0 independent o f  y. [] 
Lemma 1.11. Let  yo, Y l , . . .  be a sequence o f  positive inteyers. Set  xo = 0 
and x,, = Yo + ' "  + Y , - l  .['or n > O. Suppose that F (n )  <= cn ~ j'or some 
constants c > 0 and 0 < r < 6/5. Assume moreover that (1.8) is f idse f o r  
every n > O, when x = xn and y = Yn. Then there ex i s t  constants d > 0 and 
0 < s < 5/3 such that xn < dn ~ J'or all n > O. 
P r o o f  By the previous lemma, 
F(xn+l) > F(Xn+l) --  F(O) = ~ ( F ( x , + t )  - F(x i ) )  > ~ c l y ,  9 
i = 0  i = 0  
(1.11.1) 
We use H61der's inequality 
l I ( zq) y > ~ Y i Z i ,  
t = 0  
l / p  + l / q =  1. 
= = n p 
Setting zi 1 and taking p-th powers yields ( n +  1 ) P - l ~ n = o y  p > ( ~ i = o Y i )  9 
Thus 
3 
(n + 1) > Yi = Xn+l . 
i = 0  
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Combining the hypothesis on the growth o f  F with ( I. 1 l. 1 ) and (1.11.2) yields 
a constant c3 > 0 such that 
] 3 
r > F(xn+j)  > e 3 ( n +  - -  C X n +  1 ~ ~ l )  2Xn+l  , 
for all n >= O. Thus, there exists d > 0 such that x,  < dn' ,  where s = 
( 3 -  2r )  - I  < 5/3, as required. VA 
Lemma 1.12. Assume  that there exis t  constants  e > 0 and 0 < r < 3/2 such 
that F ( n )  <= cn ~ .fi~r all n > O. For any x, (1.8) is true i f  y is sufficiently 
large. On the other hand, ( 1 . 8 ) f a i l s  when y = l. 
P r o o f  If  (1.8) is false then Lemma 1.10 implies that c ( x + y ) "  >- F ( x + y )  >= 
e l y  3/z, giving the required contradiction. The final assertion is vacuously true. 
[] 
Lemma 1.13. Assume  that there exists  constants c > 0 and  0 < r < 6/5 
such that F ( n )  <= cn" Jor  all n > O. Then there are sequences @" strietly 
posi t ive integers w ,  and ~, = coo + "'" + cO,_l such that: 
(i)  For eve o ,  n > 0, (1.8) is true f o r  x = % and y = co,; 
(ii)  For some posit ive eonstants  d > 0 and  0 < s < 5/3 we have ~, <= 
dn s, )'or all n > O. 
P r o o f  We define sequences y,,, and x,, = Y0 + " "  + Y,,-I as follows: Ym = 1 i f  
m is even, and i f m  is odd, then y,, is the largest integer so that (1.8) fails with 
x = Xm and y = Ym. This integer exists by Lemma 1.12. We set w0 = Y0 = 1 
and con = Y2,-I  + 1 = Y2n--1 +YZn i f  n > 0, so that ~, = Y0+" " " + Y 2 n - 2  = Xzn I. 
Then (1.8) holds for x = zn = x 2 , - i  and y = co~ = Y2,,-I + 1 because of  the 
maximali ty of  Y2,,-i .  The bounds given in Lemma 1.1 t apply to the sequence 
Xm, and with a change o f  the constant d, they carry over to T,,. [] 
P r o o f  o f  Proposit ion 1.4. Recall that F ( n )  = dim S, and so Lemma 1.6 implies 
that there exist constants c > 0 and r < 6/5 such that F ( n )  < cn ~ for all 
n > 0. Thus, Lemma 1.13 applies and we define the {r ,}  by that result; thus 
Proposition 1.4(i) is satisfied. As % + co, = r ,+ l ,  Proposition 1.4(ii) follows 
from Lemma 1.9. FA 
Of  course, this also completes the proof  o f  Corollary 1.5; in other words, 
if  R is a domain in Theorem 1.1, then G K d i m ( D )  < I. The next step is to 
prove that, in this case, D is a finitely generated division ring. Despite the 
fact that R is finitely generated, this does not seem to be quite obvious, as the 
following example shows: 
Example .  Let K be the field extension of  k generated by the elements X 1/2", n E 
N,  and let a be the automorphism of  K defined by cr(x I/2") = x I/2"+~ . Let A 
I/2 'I Z n X Z  -- n be the graded subring o f  K[z; a] generated by z and zx. Then x " = 
It follows that the graded division ring generated by A is K [ z , z - J ; ~ ] .  
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Fortunately, this is not a conterexample to Theorem 1.1, since, as is well- 
known, A is a free ring. 
The next lemma follows from [St, Lemma 1.4]. 
Lemma 1.14. Let A C B be k-algebras such that B/A is .finite dimensional. 
Then, A is right Noetherian, respectively ,finitely generated, (f  and only ( f  B 
is right Noetherian, respectively ,finitely generated, [E 
Theorem 1.15. Let  R be a .finitely graded k-algebra and assume that R is' an 
Ore domain with graded quotient divisiion ring Q ( R ) =  D[z ,z-J;  a]. Then, as' 
a division ring, D is f initely generated over k. 
Proo f  By regrading R, if  necessary, we may assume that z C Q(Rh .  Also, 
since R0 is finite dimensional, Lemma 1.14 implies that R t = k 0 (~,>oRi 
is still a finitely graded Ore domain with Q(R')  = Q(R). Thus, we may as- 
sume that R0 = k. Let R be generated as a k-algebra by homogeneous el- 
ements {r, E R .... 9 1 __< i =< n} and let T be the k-algebra generated by 
{z, rlz -ml+l . . . . .  r,,z-m"+l}. Clearly, T is a finitely graded domain, generated 
in degree one and containing R. If tl,t2 are non-zero homogeneous elements 
of  T, then tj T N t2 T D tl R N tzR ~= 0 and so T is still an Ore domain. Thus, by 
replacing R by T, we may assume that R is generated by R1 and that z E R t .  
Define V,, = R,,z-" for n > 0 and set V = V1. The fact that R is generated 
in degree one implies that R,+I = R,Rj for all i > 1 and hence the V,V ~' = 
V~+ I. For n > 1, write Dn = k(Vi + - . .  + V,,), for the subdivision ring of  D 
generated by V1,. . . ,  V,,. Note that DI C_ D2 C . . . ,  and so, by its construction, 
D = U D , .  Also, 1 C V b e c a u s e z E R l ,  and so V ~' c_ V,, for 0 -< i -< n -  1. 
Hence 
D , , = k ( V , , ) = k ( V  + V~ + . . . +  V ~" ' ) .  (1.15.1) 
Suppose that V ~'' ~ Din, for some m >> 1. Equivalently, there exists c~ E 
V ~'' which is not in D,,. Since Dm is a division ring, this implies that Dm N 
Dmc~ = O, and hence that Vm O V,,,~ = 0. But, ~z ' '+l  -- zmcr-m(cQz = zmr, where 
r = a-m(~)z  C Vz = RI. Thus, 
0 = Vm zm+l N Vm~z m+l = Rmz N Rmr. 
On the other hand, writing a basis for Riz -~ over a common left denominator 
provides s E R,,, for some n, such that Riz - l  C s IRn. Thus, for all m > n, 
(zm- ' s )Ri  C_ Rmz. This contradicts the last displayed equation. 
Thus, there exists no > 1 such that V ~'' C D~, for all n > no. By (1.15.1), 
D,,+I = Dn for all such n. In other words, D = U D i  = Dn~ and so D is finitely 
generated. 
In order to prove Theorem 1.1 for non-domains, we will need the following 
graded analogue of  the Faith-Utumi Theorem. 
Lemma 1.16. Let  R be a prime graded, right Goldie ring that contains a 
regular element o f  positive degree, and write Q( R ) = Mn( A ), for  some graded 
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division ring A. Then, possibly after changing the choice o f  A, there exists a 
graded Ore domain T c_ R such that Q(T)  = A. 
Proof The proof of  the Faith-Utumi Theorem as given in [MR, 3.2.6] carries 
over to this graded situation. This provides a graded Ore domain U C R, 
possibly without a unit, such that Q(U) is conjugate to A. Now take T = k+U.  
[] 
We are now ready to put the pieces together in order to complete the proof. 
Proof o f  Theorem 1.1. Let T be the ring defined by Lemma 1.16. We first need 
to modify T to make it finitely generated. Thus, assume that R is generated, as 
a k-algebra, by matrices {(a~) " 1 < / < n}, where each a,~ is a homogeneous 
element o f  A. Pick a non-zero homogeneous element t E T such that a~jt E T, 
for all i, j ,  / and let T I be the k-algebra generated by {a~/t,t}. Since T' _C T C_ 
R, GKdim(T ' )  < !~ and so T '  is an Ore domain. By construction, Q(T')  = A 
and so, by replacing T by T' ,  we may assume that T is finitely generated and 
hence finitely graded. 
By Corollary 1.5 applied to T, GK dim(D) < 1 and, by Theorem 1.15, D is 
finitely generated as a division ring over k. Thus, there exists a finitely gener- 
ated, (ungraded) subring U of  D with quotient field D. Clearly, GK dim(U) <= 
GKdim(D)  < I. By the theorem of Small and Warfield [SW], U is a finite 
module over  its centre Z(U)  and Z(U)  is a finitely generated k-algebra of  
dimension one. Thus D is finite over its centre, and its centre K is a function 
field in one variable. 
Finally, i f  k is algebraically closed, then the Brauer group of  K is zero by 
Tsen 's  Theorem [Co, p. 374]. Hence D = K. [] 
Remark 1.17. We note that Theorem 1.1 generalizes routinely to semiprime 
rings. Indeed, let S be finitely graded, semiprime Goldie ring with GK dim(S) 
< ~ .  Then the minimal prime ideas {Pi} of  S are graded and S ~ (~S/P~. 
Thus, by Theorem 1.1, Q(S) = EDQ(S/Pt) = (~Mn,(Oi[zi,zZI;r where 
each Dr is a finite module over  its centre and Z ( D i )  is a finitely generated 
field extension of k o f  transcendence degree < 1. 
Proof of  Theorem 1.2. Let X denote the non-singular projective model of  the 
function field K, and let g be the genus o f  X. Since K and X are uniquely 
determined by A or by the shifted matrix algebra over  A, the automorphism 
determines an automorphism o f  X which we also denote by o. 
We will first treat the case that D = K is itself a function field in one 
variable. So we assume given a finitely graded subring R of  K[z; a], where 
is an automorphism o f  K. We may  assume that R0 = k. We choose elements 
1 = ~0, cq . . . . .  c~,. E K and di E N such that the elements {ai = O~tZ d' : 1 <-- i <-- 
r} generate R as an algebra. Let R' denote the graded k-algebra generated by 
the elements bi = :~iz. Since R C_ R/, we may  replace R by R'  and so assume 
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that R is generated by Ri. As in the proof of  Theorem 1.15, we set V,, = R,,z -n 
and V = VI; thus Vn = VV . . . .  V ~" ~. 
Let D be a divisor on X which is an upper bound for the polar divisors 
O . I 1 -  I 
(v)o~, v C V. Then the poles o f  the elements of  VV0.... V , hence of  
Vn, are bounded by the divisor D,, = D + a - l D  + . . .  + a - l " - I ) D ,  and the 
degree of  this divisor is n6, where fi = degD. Thus V,, is a subspace of  
the space H~ CC~(D,,)) of functions with pole bounded by Dn. Since X is 
an algebraic curve, the Riemann-Roch theorem asserts that the space o f  all 
functions with pole of  order s has dimension s - g + 1, whenever s > 2g - 2. 
Thus dim(H~ Cg(D,,)))= n 6 - q  + 1 for large n. 
We now turn to the general case; thus A = S[z,z-l; a] is a graded simple 
Artinian ring, where S is a simple Artinian ring that is finite over its centre 
K, and R is a finitely graded subalgebra of  S[z,z-I;a]. Then S | S ~ ~ S'  = 
M,.(K), for some integer r. The graded structure and automorphisms a o f  S 
extend naturally to S'  by defining S '  = ~,+i:,,Si |  p and a(a 6~ b)= c,(a)| 
o-(b). Thus, we may regard R as a subalgebra of  S'. The given matrix units {e0} 
of  S '  are necessarily homogeneous, say e,/ E S'~I,.j). Set r = max{-a(i , j) ,O} 
and U = k | ~D,>_I+,,R,. By Lemma 1.14, U is still finitely generated and 
hence finitely graded as a k-algebra and so it suffices to prove the result for 
U. If  U is generated as a k-algebra by elements {u~ie,j}, then the choice o f  r 
ensures that each u(/ C A' = K[z,z-1;er]n for n = n(i,j,#) > 0. Thus, if W is 
the subalgebra of  A' generated by the / {uij}, then dim W,, is quadratic by the 
first part of  the proof. Since U C_ M~(W), the algebra U also has quadratic 
growth. [] 
We end this section with the examples promised earlier, which delineate the 
hypotheses of  Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. The first shows that the Goldie condition 
is a necessary restriction of  Theorem 1.1. 
Examph, 1.18. Let R be the ring with generators x ,y  and these relations: 
" F 9 
X 2 X" mY " " , y , for all m :t:2", and xy 2''r 9 y 2"~ for all m(i) such that ~ i = l m ( t )  
< r2". Then, R is a finitely graded, prime ring with GKdim(R) = 2 such that 
R is not Goldie. 
Proof This is similar to the example of [IS], so most of  the details will be 
left to the reader. It is not difficult to check that R has basis {yU} O {yUxy L'} 
together with 
yaxyZm(I ) . y2 m(')xyb X'" " a,b > O,m(i) > 0 w i t h  
s§ } 
m( i ) > t2 t for 0 < s,t. 
I = l  + . s  
The fact that ~m( i )  is forced to be so large ensures that GKdim(R) = 2. If  
a, b C R, then aytb 4= O, for appropriate large t and so R is prime. Finally, R 
is not (fight) Goldie since xR A yR = 0 yet y is regular. 
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Example 1.19. Let 112(u,w) be the field of  rational functions in two variables, 
with automorphism c~ defined by c~(u) = u + 1 and a(w)  : w. 
(i) Set A = ~(u)[z,z I ;a] .  Then, S = ~(u-L,z)  is a graded subring of  
A with G K d i m ( S ) =  3. 
(ii) I f  T = ~(uz, z,w) C ll2(u)[w][z,z-I;a], then T is a finitely graded, 
Noetherian domain with G K d i m ( T ) =  3. However, Q ( T ) ~  E[w,w-l] ,  where 
E is a division ring with GKdim(E)  = oc. 
(iii) Let ~ be the automorphism of ~(u ,w)  defined by r(u)  : uw and 
27(W) : btW 2 and set U = ll2(uz, wz, z) C ~(u,w)[z,z-J;a].  Then, GKdim(U)  
Proof These examples are variants of  well-lalown results, and so most of  
the details will be left to the reader. Since [uz-l,z] = I, the ring ~(uz-L,z)  
is isomorphic to the first Weyl algebra. Part (i) therefore follows by mim- 
icking the proof  of  [KL, Example 4.10], while part (ii) follows from [ML]. 
Finally, part (iii) follows from the fact that z'u = u"~')w b('), where a(i) and b(i) 
grow exponentially with i. This example is based on the fact that the group 
G = ( u , w , z [ u w u - J w - l , u w z u - l z - l , u w 2 z w - t z  -I} is a solvable group with no 
nilpotent subgroups of  finite index and, hence, G has exponential growth [KL, 
Theorem 11.9]. [] 
Parts (ii) and (iii) o f  Example 1.19 show that the natural generalizations 
of  Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 to rings of  Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 3, respectively 
surfaces, will fail. The signficance of  Example 1.19(i) is that Theorem 1.2 
is false if one assumes that R is merely a finitely generated graded, rather 
than finitely graded subalgebra of  A. Indeed, using a proof similar to that of  
Theorem 1.2, one can even prove: 
Proposition 1.20. Let F be a .['unction fieM in one variable, and c~ an auto- 
morphism o f F  of  infinite order. Then, GKdim(F[z;a])> 3. 
We omit the proof  of  this result. This instability in the Gelfand-Kirillov 
dimension o f  related algebras illustrates the delicacy inherent to any proof  of  
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
2. The  associated divisors 
Let R be an finitely graded domain with GK dim (R) = 2 and assume that R0 = 
k is an algebraically closed field k. By  Theorem 1.1, Q(R) = K[z,z-1; a], where 
K is the field of  rational functions k(X)  of  a smooth, projective curve X. In 
this section we translate the basic properties of  R into data concerning divisors 
over  X. While these divisors cannot tell one everything about R, in particular 
they do not distinguish between rings associated to X and those associated to 
singular curves birational to X, they do provide a first approximation. This 
will be used in the subsequent sections to elaborate on the properties of  R. 
Unfortunately, if k is not algebraically closed, then Q(R) = D[z,z-I; a], where 
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D is a finite dimensional division ring over K. The analysis of  this situation 
is more complicated. We hope to deal with this more general case, and with 
the case of  prime rings, in the future. 
Henceforth, we use the following notation; it is slightly different from that 
of  Section 1, since we wish to emphasize the geometry rather than the algebra. 
Let k be any field and K/k a function field in one variable, such that k 
is algebraically closed in K. Let K/k have associated smooth projective model 
X, and let (C:x denote the structure sheaf of  X. Geometric notation will for 
the most part be standard as, for example, given in [Ha]. Let V be a finite 
dimensional nonzero subspace of  K. By the divisor of V we mean the smallest 
(Weil) divisor D = D(V) on X such that ( f ) + D  > 0 for all nonzero elements 
f C V. Equivalently, D is the divisor whose associated invertible sheaf ~)x(D) 
is the coherent subsheaf Vgx of  the constant sheaf K generated by V. Given 
divisors P and Q on X, we will frequently write P U Q for the smallest divisor 
> P , Q  and P A Q for the largest divisor < P,Q. If . ,r  is a subset of  X, we 
write E I r for the restriction of  a divisor E to J ;  that is, E = E I ~ + E', where 
E t is supported on X \ J .  
Fix a k-automorphism (r of  K and let ~r also denote the induced automor- 
phism of X. We adopt the convention that o- acts on the right on K, and 
on the left on X; thus j'~(x) = f (a (x ) )  for f r K and x E X. Similarly, 
c~(E) = }-~ r,a(p,) for a divisor E = ~ , r ip , .  We will write . ~  for the 
inverse image a*.N of  a coherent sheaf ,~ along a. Note that this implies 
that, if D is a divisor on X, then ()x(D) f = C'x(a-lD) while, if V C K is 
a finite dimensional k-subspace, then D(V f)  = a- lD(V) .  Finally, a graded 
k-algebra R is called connected graded if R = k + Oi>__1 R, is a graded ring 
with dim k R, < oc for all i. Note that, if A is a finitely graded subalgebra 
of  K[z;o-], then A0 is a finite k-submodule of  K and so A0 = k and so A is 
automatically connected graded. 
Hypothesis 2.1. R = k + (~,>_l R, is a connected graded subalgebra of  K[z; a], 
where z E Ri, Q(R) = K[z,z-l;a], and dimk(Ri) < oc, for all i. 
We remark that the assumption that z E R~, amounts to assuming that RI 4=0. 
This condition will simplify the proofs in this section but is not required in 
the main results of  the paper, since Proposition 2.21 will provide a technique 
for reducing to this situation. Note that we have not assumed that R is finitely 
generated in (2.1), because it will be more convenient to make assumptions on 
the sequence o f  divisors which is defined below. 
We introduce the following standard notation. For i -> 0, write Ri = R S .  
Thus Ri C K and 1 E Ri for all i > 0. For each n, D, R = D(R,,) will denote the 
divisor defined by the space R~. Note that the multiplication rule R,Rj C_ R~+j 
translates to 
_ _ f i t  _ _  
R,R I C_ Ri+i, for all i , j  >= O. (2.1.1) 
Hence 
D R + a 'Dr < DiR+j. (2.1.2) 
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The basic aim of  this section is to describe the asymptotic structure of  the 
divisor sequence {DR: n >-- 0} associated to a ring R satisfying the hypotheses 
of  (2.1). In fact, the ring R is largely irrelevant to our discussion, so we will 
study sequences of  divisors satisfying the appropriate properties. 
The appropriate condition is as follows: Define a sequence of  divisors {En" 
n > 0} to be a a-divisor sequence if  
(2.2.1) 0 = E0 < El, En > 0 for some n, and 
(2.2.2) There exists an integer r such that E, = (_J,~=l(Ei + a-iE,,_i for all 
n > 0 .  
In (2.2.2) and elsewhere, we have adopted the convention that terms revolving 
undefined divisors are to be ignored. Thus, since Ek is undefined for k < 0 
(2.2.2) must be read as 
mm {~,,'} 
E n = ~_J (El q- a- iEn_i)  . 
i = 1  
L e m m a  2.3. (i) Let  R be a finitely graded k-algebra satisfying (2.1). Then 
{D,~} is' a a-divisor sequence. 
(ii) A sequence o f  divisors {En} is a a-divisor sequence i f  and only i f  
{E,,I~ } is a a-divisor sequence Jor each orbit .~r o f  a. 
Proof  (i) The first property, (2.2.1), follows from the fact that 1 E Rj and that 
r r -- --GI 
Q(R)o = K. I f R  is generated by ~)x=J R~ as a k-algebra, then R~ = ~i=oRiR,,_~ 
for all n > r. This implies (2.2.2). The second part o f  the lemma is a triviality. 
[] 
L e m m a  2.4. Let  En be a a-divisor sequence. Then the Jbllowing hold J or all 
positive integers m, n. 
(i) Em+ a-mE,, ~ Em+n. 
(ii) 0 =< En < En+l, and a-JE,, < E,+l. 
r E (iii) E,  Ui=I( , - i  + a-I"-i)Ei) .  
Moreover, (iii) is equivalent with (2.2.2). 
Proof  By (2.2.2), the first assertion is true for 1 < m < r. For m > r, we 
may assume by induction that Em+n-z ~ Em-i q-a-(m-~)En, for 1 < i < r. 
Then 
Em+n = U ( E i  + a - i E m + n - i )  ~ (Ei + a - i E m - i  + a-mEn) =Em + a - m E n  9 
i = 1  i = 1  
Thus, part (i) holds. Part (iii) follows by a similar induction. Part (ii) follows 
from part (i) and (2.2.1). [] 
The ring described in the next example has been discussed in detail in 
[SZ]. We will use it to illustrate a number of  the results o f  this paper, since 
its properties are in marked contrast to those of  a commutative graded ring. 
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Example 2. <. Let K = k(u)  be a rational function field, and define cr by 
u ~ = u/(l  + u ) .  For n > 0, let P,r denote the pole of  u ' '  = u/(1 + n u )  
in X = IPI; thus p ,  = a-npo.  Set U = k(z, uz) C K[z;a]. Then, U = 
k { x , y } / ( x y - y x - x Z ) ,  under the identification y = z and x = uz. The ring 
that interests us is A = k +  Uy. By [SZ, Lemma 2.2], A = k(y,  xy)  = k(z, uzZ}. 
Now, At, has basis {x~y 'r i : 0  < i < n}, a n d x '  = ( u z ) '  = u u  " . . . u  ~'-lv '  for 
all i > 1. It follows that A,r has basis {1,uu ~. . .u~ ' :  0 <= r < n - 2 }  for 
n > 2. S e t t i n g D n = D , A , , w e  have Di = 0  a n d D n = P 0 + p l + . . . + p r ,  2 for 
n > _ 2 .  
By [SZ, Theorem 2.3], A is Noetherian if  and only if  char(k) = 0. As 
will be seen, this dichotomy is caused by the behaviour of  the sequence o f  
points {p ,} :  If  char(k) = 0, then [~r[ = oc and the p,, are distinct, but if, for 
example, char(k) = 2, then [cr[ = 2 and Pn = Pn+2 for all n. In this case, 
DZr+l = rpo + rpl  and D2(r+2)  = (r  + 1)p0 + rpl ,  for all r >= 0. 
As this example illustrates, the structure of  the finitely graded domain R 
depends crucially on the order of  6, and we will deal with the cases of  finite 
and infinite order separately. We begin with the case o f  finite order. 
Proposition 2.6. Let  {D~ } be a a-divisor sequence. Assume that ]cr] = d < oe 
and write A,r = D, - D , , _ l , J b r  n > 1. Then: 
(i)  A,r > 0 .for all n > 1 and is a periodic Jimction o f  n for  n >> 0. 
(i i)  Let An have period ko for  n > no. Set  k = dko and Z = Dno+k - D,0; 
thus D,,+k = Dn + Z for  all n > no. Then Z is cr-invariant and Dmk < mZ for  
all m. 
Proo f  (i) It follows from (2.2.1) and Lemma 2.4(ii) that D,  increases with n, 
hence that An > 0. Consequently, Lemma 2.4(iii) implies that 
r d - - I  
Drr = U(Dn- ,  + a (r'-')Di) ~ Dn-1 + B, where B = U (o- JD,.). 
i=1 /=0 
Thus 0 < At, < B for all n, which shows that there are only finitely many 
possibilities for the divisors An. 
For 1 < i < r and for n > r, we may write Dn-i  = Dn-r  q- ( A n - ~ ' "  -k 
A,,-r+l). By Lemma 2.4(iii), 
An + A , - I  + " "  An-r+l = Dn - D,,_r 
r 
= U ( A n - i  + "'" + An-r+l + (r-(n-i)Di) . 
i = 1  
This determines A, in terms of  the data consisting of  the r previous differences 
Aj for n - r +  1 < j < n -  1, the divisors D i for 1 < i <_ r, and the congruence 
class o f  n (modulo d) .  Since there are finitely many possibilities for this data, 
A, is periodic for large n. 
(i i)  Since A i is periodic, Z = A,+l + "  9 + An+k, and s o  Dn+mk = Dn q- mZ 
for all n > no and all m. Also, Lemma 2.4(ii) implies that ~ - I D  t ~ Ot+l = 
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Dt + Al+t, for any t. Setting t = n + m k ,  we find that m(a  t Z - Z )  < 
D , -  a - iDa + At+l. The right side of  this inequality is bounded independently 
of  m, and it follows that ( a - I Z  - Z)  < 0. Since the total degrees of  the two 
divisors are equal, a - I Z  = Z. 
Since d divides k, Lemma 2.4(i) implies that nDmk <= Dnmk for any n > 0. 
M o r e o v e r ,  D(i+j)m k = D~m k + jmZ ,  for i >> 0 and j > 0. Then (i + j)Dmk < 
D~m k + j m Z ,  for all j ,  independently of  i and n. Thus, Dmk <= mZ, as required. 
[] 
Lemma 2.7. Let  {D,} be a a-divisor sequence. Let  .r be a subset o f  X 
consistinq entirely ().['fixed points o f  ~ and set En = D,, I j.  Then there exists 
{' such that E,/  = nE/ for  all n > 1. 
Proof." By Lemma 2.3(ii), {E,} is a a-divisor  sequence, and it suffices to 
prove the lemma when ,J  is a single fixed point p. For n > r, write E, = t~p 
for integers t,,. Formula (2.2.2) implies that t,, = sup',=l(t, + t,_,). Choose 
1 < f < r such that )~ = t / l (  is as large as possible. Then, by induction, 
tj <= 2j  for all j and so t,,/ = nt/ for all n > 1. [] 
The ruth Veronese ring of  a graded ring R is the ring R (m) = (~i>_o R .... 
R (m) 
graded by R} m) = Rim. Since the divisor sequence of  R (m) is ~D~ =Dm,},R 
we define the mth Veronese sequence of  a sequence o f  divisors {E,,} to be 
the sequence {E(m) ,  = Em~}. Note that, if {En} is a a-divisor  sequence, then 
E(m)i + a- imE(m)j  <= E(m)i+i and so {E(m)} satisfies (2.2.1) and (2.4)(i).  
However,  (2.2.2) need not hold and, when this occurs, R ~') has unpleasant 
properties: 
Proposition 2.8. Let  {Dn} be a c~-divisor sequence, where ]a] = d < oc. 
Let  k and Z be defined as in Proposition 2.6(ii). The Veronese sequence 
{D(k)n = D,,k} is a aX-divisor sequence i f  and only (['Dmk = mZ fo r  large m. 
Proo f  Suppose that {D(k)n} is a a t -d iv isor  sequence. Since ~r k = id, Lemma 
2.7 implies that, for some {, D,,/ = nD/, for all n > 1. But, by Proposition 
2.6, W :=  mZ - Dr, k is independent of  m >> 0. Thus, 
W = D,mk/ - m n / Z  = nDmk/ -- mn{Z  = n W ,  
for all n, m >> 0. Therefore, W = 0 and Dmt = mZ for m >> 0. 
Conversely, i f  Dmt- = mZ for m _-> m0, then Dnk = Dmot" -}-D(n-mo)k, for 
all n > 2m0. Thus, (2.2.2) holds with r = 2too, and {D(k)n} is a ak-divisor 
sequence. [] 
The implications o f  this proposition for a finitely graded algebra are derived 
in Theorem 4.9. 
We next consider the asymptotic structure o f  a a-divisor  sequence when 
]~] = oc. In this case the genus g o f  X is either zero or one [Ha, Ex. V.I .11,  
p. 368]. I f  9 = t,  then X is an elliptic curve, and a is translation by a point 
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of  infinite order. All  orbits of  a are infinite in this case. If  ,q = 0, then X ~ IP~. 
For an appropriate choice of  coordinate function v, an automorphism a of  IW 
can be described by a(v)  = v + 1 (the additive case) or by a(v)  = 2v, for 
some 2 ~ k* (the multiplicative case). Since we are assuming that lal = oc, 
the characteristic of  k is zero if  a is additive, whilst 2 is not a root of  unity if  
a is multiplicative. In these cases, the finite orbits consist o f  the fixed points, 
these being the point at infinity in the additive case or the two fixed points 0 
and oc in the multiplicative case. 
These observations have the following important consequence: 
If Ic~] = oc, then the only finite orbits of  ~ are fixed points. (2.9) 
The reason for its importance is that the restriction of  a or-divisor sequence 
{D,} to a fixed point has the pleasant structure described by Lemma 2.7. 
Nota t ion  2.10. Let {D,} be a or-divisor sequence, where ]al = oc. Fix an 
infinite orbit . J  = {Pi = a - l ( P 0 )  : i E 2g} of  a and write E. : D,,I j = Z ,  tl'P,. 
Assume that E,, =#0 for some n. Since a - l ( p , )  = P,+l, (2.2.2) implies that there 
exists i0 such that t~' = 0 for all i < i0 and all n. Reindex the orbit so that 
t~' = 0 i f /  < 0 but tg =t=0, for some m. Formula (2.4)(i)  translates to 
t, m + t,n_m < t~ '+" , (2.10.1) 
and (2.2.2) and (2.4)(ii i)  translate to 
, , . _ ,  @ ' - '  
t, " max(t/,.=l + t, ,, ) = (t[ + t~_,+," ) ,  (2.10.2) 
for n > r. 
Proposition 2.11. With the above notation, there exist integers a,b,c, with 
a >= O, b > 0 and a >= c > - b ,  and a s'equence o f  integers 
0 < r0 < r ~  < . . .  < r ,_ j  < r ,  
= rmax = S - b  > S I - b  = ~ " ' "  : ~ Sc--I ~ Sc = 0 
such that 
(i)  r k + s k  < rmax f o r  0 < k <= c, 
(ii) For all n, 




(ii i)  The inequality (ii) is an 
For convenience, set ri = 0 for i < 0 and si = 0 for i ~ [ - b , c ] .  
Proof. We begin by constructing the integers n'j. By (2 .4)( i i ) ,  (2.2.2) and 
induction, 
En ~ ~J (Er ~-Fi-iEn-i) ~_~ Er ~-f f- lEr-~ . . .~-(f-(n-1)Er " 
i=1 
J o r O < = k < a  
Jor a < k < n - b  
f o r  n - b  < k < n + c  
for  k > n + c ,  
equality i f  n >> O. 
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This inequality shows that, for all n and all i, the integer t~ is bounded by the 
total degree ~ j  t7 o f  E,-. Set 
rm~• = max{t~} and r, = max / t~} .  
n,l  
The inequality (2.10.1) implies that 
, n-1 < ~ (2.11.1) t'j I < ti and t i -1 = t~ . 
It follows that ty is an increasing function of  n, that r~ ----- t, ~ for n ~7 0, and 
that ri is an increasing function of  i. We define a = min{i  : ri = r,,,ox}. Note 
that r0 > 0. since some t~)' is non-zero. 
In order to define the integers s I, set Gn = a"E, .  Then G, = ~ .q',' Pi, with 
9~ = t,"+,. By (2.10.2). 
,q,~ = t~+. = max(ti+.,,=l § t i + " - "  ) = ma,= 9 ,+ , , - , ,  4-  , . 
This implies that G,, = U'I=i(G~_,. + an-VGv), and by Lemma 2.4 that {G,,} is 
a a - J -d iv i so r  sequence. We may repeat the analysis of  the last two paragraphs 
for { G i } ,  except that, since P0 has been fixed by the data E, ,  we are not free to 
reindex, as was done in (2.10). This analysis leads to integers si = sup,{y'~'} = 
SUPn(t~+i) such that rma• > S, > Si+L > 0, for all i and s, = t,~+~ for n >7 0. 
We define c and b by rmax = S - b  > Sl-b  > " "  > S,._j > S, = 0 .  Then the 
inequality of  part ( i i)  is true and, by (2.11.1), it is an equality for n 7> 0. 
It remains to check that a > c, b > 0 and that (i)  holds. These all follow 
from the inequality (2.10.1). Substituting i = j 4- n and taking m, n 77 0 gives 
Sj 4- rJ < rmax. Thus (i) holds for all values of  j .  Since r~ = rmax, this forces 
s,  = 0 and c < a. Similarly, since r0 > 0, s,, < rmax and so b > 0. [] 
Corol la ry  2.12. With  the notat ion o f  (2.10) and  (2.11), set  E ,  = D,,[r Se t  
03i = rma• - ri - si J'or i E Z and define (2~ = ~ ,  (Dip, = (Ol-bPl h 4- ' ' '  4- 
~Oa- lp , - I .  Then f2~ > O, and  (2~ = 0 i f  and  only ( [ 'b  = 1, a = c and 
ri + si = rmax Jor 0 <-- i ~ a. Moreover ,  
Em+n = Em 4- a-mE,,  + 1 7 - - m ~ r  .['or m,n  > 7 0 .  (2.12.1) 
and 
a - S E ,  > a -n (2~  whenever  n > 7 0  and a + b  <-s  <-_ n - a - b .  (2.12.2) 
[] 
This routine computation is left to the reader. The divisor ~2r appearing in 
this corollary will be called the yap divisor on the orbit J ,  since its definition 
is precisely what is required for (2.12.1) to hold. This divisor can be non-zero; 
for example, this is the case i f  A is the ring of  Example 2.5, with char k = 0 
and J = {pi},  since then ~ j  = P0- Note that this also implies that A (/) is 
never generated in degree one, giving another proof  of  [SZ, Corollary 3.2]. 
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Corollary 2.13. Let {D,} be a a-divisor sequence, where ]a] = c~. Then: 
(i) For any ? > 1, the Veronese sequence {D( / ) , }  is" a a/-divisor sequence. 
(ii) / f g  is su~ciently lar#e, then for  all n > 3, 
D({)n = { D ( / ) , , - 2  + o /1"-2)D(/)2 } U {D(/ ) , , - I  + a / ( " - l ) D ( / ) l } .  
Proof  (i) We may verify this corollary separately for each orbit. It is true 
for the fixed points, by Lemma 2.7. Thus, let E~ be the restriction of  D, to 
an infinite orbit J .  As we remarked already, the formulae of  Lemma 2.4(i, ii) 
carry over directly to a Veronese sequence. Choose s large enough so that 
(2.12.1) holds for all m,n > s~ and that a ~/f2~ N~2~ = 0. It suffices to show 
that (2.2.2) holds for E( / ) ,  with r = 3s. For t > r, (2.12.1) implies that 
E,/ = E~/ + a-~/ E(,_~)/ + a-s /  ~2r = Ez~/ + ff-2s/ g(t 2s)/ Jr f f - -2 s /  ~ r  . 
Since a-'~/f2~ N a-2S/f2~ = 0, it follows that 
Et/ = (Es/ + ff-s/ g(l_s)/ ) U (E2s /+  G-2S/ E(t-2s)/ ).  
This verifies (2.2.2), as required. Part (ii) is proved similarly. [] 
Let R be a finitely generated algebra that satisfies the hypotheses of  (2.1), 
with ]a] = cxD. Then Corollary 2.13 provides a weak version of  two results 
that will be proved later: the Veronese ring R ~/I is finitely generated for all / 
(Theorem 5.6), and generated in degrees one and two for / >> 0 (Proposition 
6.6). 
The fixed points o f  a complicate our description somewhat, so we will 
frequently consider the following supplementary hypotheses: 
Hypothesis  2.14. The sequence {D,} is a a-divisor sequence, where ]a] = cxD, 
and for each fixed point p of  a on X, there exists an integer s = Sp such that 
the multiplicity of  Dn on p equals sn, if n >> 0. 
The analogous hypothesis for a graded ring is given by: 
Hypothesis  2.15. The graded ring R satisfies (2.1), ]a I = ~x~, and the associated 
divisor sequence {D,a,} satisfies (2.14). 
Assume that ]a] = e~ and let {D,,} be a a-divisor sequence. By Lemma 2.7 
and Corollary 2.13, Hypothesis 2.14 will be satisfied automatically for some 
Veronese sequence {D(/'),,}. Similar comments apply to (2.15). 
I f  {D,7} satisfies (2.14), then the gap divisor for {Dn} is defined to be 
(2 = }-~2~, the sum being taken over the infinite orbits of  a which meet the 
support of  Dn for some n. This is well-defined, since the support of  the {D,,} 
is contained in a finite number of  a-orbits. With this definition, Corollary 2.12 
implies that 
D i n +  n = D,, + a-mDn + a - m ~  for all m,n >> 0.  (2.16) 
The proof  of  the next result is routine and is therefore omitted. 
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L e m m a  2.17. Assume that the sequence {D,,} satisfies (2.14). Let  no be an 
inteoer such that the inequalities o f  (2.11)(ii) are equalities fo r  n >= no on 
each infinite orbit, and that (2.16) holds j o r  n >= no. For n >= no, let C, = 
D, + f2. Then 
(i) Ci+/ = C~ + a - ' C j  for  i , j  > no. 
( i i )  Di+j ~- Di ~- a-ICj for  i , j  > no. [] 
Let {D., n E N} be a sequence of non-negative divisors that Dm+ o'-mD, 
<= Dm+n for all re, n, i.e., for which (2.2.1) and (2.4)(i) hold. Suppose that 
(2.2.2) does not hold, so that Dn is not a a-divisor sequence. Then either 
the supports of the divisors D~ meet infinitely many orbits, or else (2.2.2) 
fails for the restriction of D~ to some a-orbit J .  The next proposition, which 
complements Proposition 2.11, describes this second possibility. 
Proposi t ion 2.18. Assume that lal = oo. Let  {D~" n >= 0} be a sequence 
o f  non-ne,qative divisors whose supports are contained in a single orbit J .  
Suppose that Dm+ a-mDn <= Dm+n Jor all m,n but that the sequence is not 
a a-divisor sequence. 
(i) I f  J = {p} where p is a. f ixed point, write Dn = snp. Then the ratios 
sn/n do not attain a maximum. 
(ii) I f  ,~ is an infinite orbit, then the multiplicities o f  D~ are unbounded. 
Proo f  The proof of  (i) follows the lines of  Lemma 2.7. 
(ii) For k > 1, define a sequence of divisors {E~} by setting E~ = D, for 
1 < i <- k, and 
k 
U - i  k E._,) f o r n > k .  
l=[ 
The hypotheses imply that, for each k, {E,~} is a a-divisor sequence, that 
=_ E k E~ < E~ +~ for all n, and that D, [,-Jk , '  Since {D,} is not a a-divisor 
sequence, {D,} k k k+t # {E n }, for any k and so {E n } # {E~ } infinitely often. Since 
the inequality in Proposition 2.11(ii) is an equality for all large n, it follows 
that there exist infinitely many values of k for which E k < E k+l for all 11 --n 
large n. 
Now consider the data produced by Proposition 2. l 1 for the a-divisor se- 
quences {E~}, with one difference; the point P0 C J is fixed arbitrarily and 
independently of k. Let a t, b t and rma x t be the numbers that Proposition 2.11 
provides for the sequence {E~}. While a t and b t depend upon the point P0, 
their sum does not. Thus, Proposition 2.11 shows that, for large n, the total 
degree ~i t~  of E~ has these bounds: 
(n b k k k k <  k - - a  )rma x =< deg E n = nrm, • . 
Thus if ( => k and if r/max = rmaxk, then deg E~ / =< deg E~ + (b k + a k)rm. ~k  for all 
n >> 0. Combined with the conclusion of the previous paragraph, this shows 
that rma xk  is unbounded. [] 
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We will now discuss an analogue of  the divisor sequence when we drop 
the assumption that z is in the ring. We assume that 161 = c~. Let A be a 
finitely graded subring of  K[t;6] such that the quotient ring Q(A) has the 
form K[t,t ' ; 6 ] ,  where t E Q(A)I. We set Ai = Nit' as before. Then (2.1.1) 
still holds. The integers n such that An 4:0 form an additive semigroup S C_ N, 
and because Q(A)I #0,  S contains every sufficiently large integer. 
For n E S, we set E,, = D(A,,). If A is generated in degrees < r, the 
sequence E,, has the property analogous to (2.2.2): 
E,, = U(Ei  + 6iE . . . .  ) ,  (2.19.1) 
the sup being taken over those integers i < r such that i and n - i are in S. 
As in (2.4)(ii), this implies that 
Em + 6-"E, ,  =< E,,,+,, (2.19.2) 
where m,n E S. However, E, need not be positive. 
The element t E Q(A)I is arbitrary, and the effect of  changing t to t '  = f t ,  
where f r K, is to change A, to i.[, , where f =  f f ~ . . . f ~ ( ' - ~ .  So if W 
is the divisor of  f ,  then for n r S, E,, changes to 
E~' = En - (W + 6 - 1 m  + - . .  + 6 - ( ' - I ) W ) .  (2.20) 
The next proposition, which generalizes Corollary 2.13, will be used in 
Sections 5 and 6 to pass to Veronese subrings, and will allow us to eliminate 
the hypothesis that Ri # 0  is the main applications in those sections. 
Proposition 2.21. Let 6 be an automorphism of infinite order of the function 
field K, and let A be a .finitely graded subring of K[t ;6]  such that Q(A) = 
K[t,t-I;6]. Let d be an integer such that Aa#O, and let R be the Veronese 
subring A (J). With notation as in (2.1), the divisor sequence {D, = D, R} Jbr 
R is a ad-divisor sequence. 
Proof Let {E,,, n E S} be the sequence o f  divisors associated to A as above 
and let {F,,} be the corresponding divisors associated to the finitely graded 
overring A(t). Then {F,} is a 6-divisor sequence with F,, > En for all n. It is 
now easy to prove that: 
(i) {E,,} is supported on finitely many orbits o f  6. 
(ii) On each infinite orbit .~r o f  6, the multiplicities of  the E,, are bounded 
above. (Apply Proposition 2. l l  to {F~}.) 
(iii) Let p be a fixed point of  6 and w r i t e  (En)l{p} = snp. Then there exists 
c such that Sc,./cr = maxn{sn/n}, for all r > 1. (Use the proof of  Lemma 2.7.) 
To obtain the sequence {Dn}, we choose an element z E Ad = Ri, and 
write Rn = R,z ~. Then D, = D(R~). Say that z = f t  d, and W = ( f ) .  By 
construction, the D~ are non-negative divisors satisfying D,, + c~-mDn < D,,+m, 
for all, n,m > 1. Moreover, by (2.20), 
D, = Ean - (W + 6 - d w  + ""  + 6-(i-l)dw). 
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The properties ( i ) - ( i i i )  given above carry over from {E,}  to the Veronese se- 
quence {Ea,}, and from there to the sequence {D~}. In other words, neither (i) 
nor (ii) o f  Proposition 2.18 holds on any orbit. So D, is a a-divisor sequence. 
[] 
3. The stable image of the curve 
Let R be a finitely graded k-algebra, satisfying the hypotheses of  (2.1). When 
R is commutative and generated by Ri, then R is determined, not by data on 
X, but by an invertible sheaf over a curve birational to X. A similar result 
holds in the noncommutative case, and the aim of  this section is to find that 
curve. We fix the following notation: 
Notation 3.1. Fix a graded k-algebra R satisfying the hypotheses of  (2.1), and 
such that the associated divisor sequence {Dff} is a a-divisor sequence. For 
each n, R, defines a morphism ~b,, : X ~ 1P(R~) [Ha, Theorem II.7.1]. We 
denote the image of  ~b~ by Y,. For m large Rm generates K and so Y, is a 
curve birational to X for all n >> 0. 
We will use the following elementary fact about rational maps: 
Lemma 3.2. Let  { Vi : l <- i <_ 3} be non-zero, finite dimensional k-subspaces 
o f  K such that Vi V2 C_ I:3, and let Ei = D(Vi) denote the associated divisors. 
Write Oi : X -+ lP(Vj*) Jor the morphism defined by Vi and set Yi = Oi(X). 
Assume that Y3 is birational to X; thus, there is an induced rational map 
~z : }:3 - - - >  YI defined by ~z = 010f I on an appropriate open subset o f  Y~. 
I f  p E X and (f  El + E2 = E3 locally at p, then ~z is defined at q = 03(p). 
Proo f  Pick v E V2 and u0 E VI such that E2 = - ( v )  and Ef = - (u0) ,  locally at 
p. By hypothesis, E3 = -(UoV), locally at p. Pick a basis {u0 . . . . .  u,} of/:1 and 
a corresponding basis {uov . . . . .  urv, w,.+l . . . . .  w~} of  V3. These bases establish 
coordinates in IP(V/*), for i = 1,3, and define the maps 01 and 03; for example, 
01 is defined locally at p by the coordinate functions (uo/uo . . . . .  u,./uo). 
Clearly, 01 is also defined by the coordinate functions (uov . . . . .  u,.v). Thus, 
the projection IP(V3* ) - - - >  lP(Vl*) defined by projection onto the first ( r +  1) 
coordinates induces the rational map ~ -- 01 o0~ -I : Y 3 - - ~  Y1. By construction, 
this is defined in a neighbourhood of  q = 03(p). [] 
Proposit ion 3.3. With notation as in (3.1), let , /  be a union o f  a-orbits in 
X.  Assume that there exists a divisor Z and an integer no such that D,,j ~ = 
Z + a - l Z  + . . . + a - ( " - I ) Z  for  all n >= no. Then: 
(i) For n > no and m > 1, the canonical rational map ~z .... " Ym+, - - - >  
Yn induced by the maps ~bi is defined at every point o f  qbm(~ 
(ii) I f  J = X ,  there is an integer nl such that ~m: is an isomorphism for  
all n > nl. Settin9 Y := Ynl, this curve is birational to X ,  and a induces an 
automorphism o f  Y. (This automorphism will also be denoted by a. ) 
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Remark. If  R is generated by RI, then R,, RIR~'  ~ , ,  i = .- . Hence D,, = 
D] + a - lD1  + . . .  + cr -t~ I)Di, and so the hypotheses of  the corollary are 
satisfied, with nl = 1. 
__(fm 
Proo f  (i) Set Vt = R,,, V2 = R,, and V 3 = R m + n -  By hypothesis, the associated 
divisors El = DmlJ, E2 = c; .... (D,,)[~ and E3 = D,,,+,[~ satisfy El + E2 = E 3 .  
Thus Lemma 3.2 applies, and it shows that n,,.,, is defined on ~b,,,(..r 
(ii) For n >> no, K is generated by R,, and so X is birational to ]I,,. By 
part (i) n .... is defined and, by construction, it is surjective. Since (r)x is the 
integral closure of  (%, the set o f  integral schemes lying between X and Yn 
satisfies ACC. Therefore, hi., : Y,,+I ~ Y, is an isomorphism for all large n 
and so nl exists. 
Let n > hi. By convention, f " ( x )  = f ( a ( x ) ) ,  for x E X and f c K. Thus, 
with suitable choice of  coordinates in the projective space 1P(R2), the morphism 
--r  m 
defined by R~ is ~b,,or~ m, and its image is Y, = Y. Since Dm+rT-mDn = Dn,+,,, 
! 
' " Y,,+m --* Y~, such that n m o ~b,,+m Lemma 3.2 produces a morphism ~m = 
, - I  then o (~n ~-  ~n O O "m. It follows that q~, O O "m. Thus, if Zm = n,, o 7~n+m,n, T m 
r = rm--lrml is the required automorphism. [] 
When R is not generated by R1, n, need not be defined everywhere and 
so more care will be needed. For example, let X = IP 1, with k(IP j) = k(u)  
and let R = k(z, uz, u4z 2) C k(u)[z;a],  where or(u) = Zu for any 2 E k* 
(including 2 = 1). Then, R,, has basis {1,u . . . . .  u 2~-I} when n is odd but 
{ 1, u . . . . .  u 2"-2,u 2~ } when n is even. Consequently, if p is the pole of  u, then 
D, = ( 2 n -  1 )p  if n is odd but D,, = (2n)p  if n is even. It follows that, for all 
m, Y2m+l ~ X but Y2,, has a cusp at infinity. In this example, as is true for any 
commutative Noetherian graded k-algebra, one can obtain a ring generated in 
degree one by replacing R by a suitably large Veronese ring. Thus, Proposition 
3.3 may be applied to that Veronese ring. However, as was remarked in the 
last section, there exist finitely graded algebras none of  whose Veronese rings 
are generated in degree one. Nevertheless, when [a] = c~, the conclusion of  
Proposition 3.3 still holds (see Proposition 3.5). 
Lemma 3.4. With the notation o f  (3.1), assume that ]a] = oo and let J be 
an in.finite orbit q f  a. Then, f o r  n >> 0, the curve Yn is smooth at every point 
o f  J .  
Proo f  Throughout this proof, we assume that i , j  >> 0 and we set n = i + j .  
Let ~2~ denote the gap divisor on ..~, as defined after Corollary 2.12, and let 
T denote the support o f  f2~ on X. Set En = Dnl~. By (2.12.1), Ei q- rT-iEj q- 
--r  l 
~r-i(2~ = En. Thus, by Lemma 3.2 with Vl = Ri, V2 = R~ and I/3 = R,, the 
rational map n:  Y~ - - ~  Y, is defined everywhere on qS,,(J), except possibly 
on dp,,(~-iT). Let Si denote the points p E ,,~ such that q~i(P) is a singular 
point of  Yi. If  y is a singular point of  Y, and if n is defined at y, then n(y)  
is a singular point o f  Yi. Therefore Sn C_ Si U ~r-iT. 
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mr 
We repeat this argument with Vi = R~ and 1/2 = R,. As in the proof 
o f  Proposition 3.3(ii), the morphism 0 : X ~ IP(V{) defined by Vl is 
0 = ~b~ o a'. Therefore the set of  points p E X such that 0 (p )  is singular is 
a-is] ,  and the argument of  the last paragraph implies that S,, C_ a-is /U a -*T. 
Interchanging the r61es of  i and j shows that S~ C a IS, U a - i T  and 
hence that Sn C_ (S~ U a - ' T )  N (a-.JSi U a - I T ) .  This intersection is empty if 
j >> i. U] 
Proposition 3.5. Assume that (2.15) holds Jbr the graded ring R. Then, fo r  
n >> 0 and m > 1, the canonical rational map 7r,,,n " Ym+, - - - >  Yn induced 
by the maps ~bi is defined at every point o f  Ym+n, and it is an isomorphism. 
I f  Y :=  Yn, then a induces an automorphsim, again written a, on Y. 
Proo f  For n >> 0, the previous lemma implies that Y,,+m is smooth on each 
infinite orbit o f  a. Thus, ~m,~ is certainly defined on these orbits [Ha, Proposi- 
tion 1.6.8]. By (2.15) and Proposition 3.3(i), 7r,,,,, is defined at the fixed points 
of  a and so it is defined on all of  Y,,+~. The argument used in the proof 
of  Proposition 3.3 shows that 7~m,~ is an isomorphism for n >> 0 and that a 
induces an automorphism of  Y~. E] 
Remark. In applications of  Propositions 3.3 and 3.5, we will use q5 : X  --+ Y 
and ~l : Y --+ Yi to denote the induced morphisms. 
We now wish to derive relations for coherent sheaves on Y analogous to 
the formulae of  Lemma 2.17 for divisors on X. We work as much as possible 
with coherent sheaves ~.# on Y which are fractional ideals, that is, coherent 
subsheaves o f  the constant sheaf K on Y. The notation Ml. ,,V will denote the 
product ideal in K. I f  either ~.~ or .,u is an invertible sheaf, then this product 
ideal is canonically isomorphic to the tensor product ~.# | ,M, and we will 
use the tensor product notation when applicable. (The unadorned @ stands for 
@er.) I f  ,/# is invertible, ,g{v will denote the dual sheaf Hom(,,/[,(nr). If  D 
is a divisor supported on the smooth points o f  Y, then (~'r(D) is an invertible 
sheaf, and , ~ ( D )  will denote the product ,,r r 
Lemma 3.6. Let  qb : X --~ Y be a surjective morphism o f  Noetherian 
schemes, and let .~U C ~162 be invertible sheaves on Y. Let .A ,'~ = ~# .  C!'x and 
Jgt = J// 9 CC, x denote the induced invertihle sheaves on X.  If" ,IV "I = ,.//', then 
.A/" = ,g/. 
Proo f  This assertion may be verified locally, so we may assume that , / r  (~r 
and that .A/" is an ideal of  ~"r, say the ideal of  the closed subscheme Z. Then 
,W' = (gx and .A/'~ is the ideal sheaf of  the inverse image ~b-I(Z). The assertion 
.A/'1 = ~ translates to q~-I(Z) --- 0. Since q~ is surjective, q~-l(Z) = ~ implies 
Z = O .  
We will frequently wish to use the following notation when dealing with 
automorphisms of  infinite order. 
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Notation 3.7. Let R be a ring satisfying (2.15), and fix an integer nl such that: 
(i) Equality holds in (2.11)(ii) for all n => nl and all infinite orbits .r 
o f  0-. 
(ii) For each fixed point p of  a on X, the multiplicity of  D, on p equals 
Spn, for all n > nl. 
(iii) The maps ~b : X  --~ Y,, are defined, and Y, ~ Y for all n > nl. 
For i => 1, set ~.gj = Ri(~,y. I f  i >= nl, then Ri defines an embedding ni " 
Y ---, IP = 1P(A'~) and so [Ha, Theorem II,7.1] implies that ~ i  : ~z~6;~(l) 
is invertible. (For i < hi, /~', need not be invertible.) By Lemma 3.4, Y is 
smooth on every point of  the support of  the gap divisor [~, and so we may 
regard ~ as a Cartier divisor on Y. Thus, ( . 'y(~) is an invertible sheaf. For 
i --> nl, set "~/~i = "~l(~'~) = /J~i @ ~(:Y(~)" 
Lemma 3.8. Keep the notation o f  (3.7). Then: 
(i) :Y/~i " "?/~' ~ :~i%j for all i , j  > 1, and hence .:~i 0 .~ '  c_ :~,+j Jor all 
i > n l and j  >= 1. 
(ii) ~i(a if2) ~ ~ '  = :~,+j for i,j >= nl. 
(iii) .~, ~ ~]' = ~i+1 ,/'or i,j >= nt. 
(iv) g.8, O ~3~' = ;~,+/j .or i,j > nl. 
Proof (i) follows directly from (2.1.1) and the definitions. To check ( i i ) - ( iv) ,  
we may work locally at each point of  Y. Away from the fixed points, Y is 
smooth, and so the assertions follow from the corresponding formulae (2.16) 
and (2.17)(i) ,( i i)  for divisors on X. Locally at the fixed points, a-1(2 is zero 
for any j .  Hence /~  = ; ~ i ( ( 7 - ' Q )  : J-/~i locally at such a point, and ( i i ) -( iv)  
will follow if we prove that 
.~, O ~ '  = 2A,+j locally at a fixed point.  (3.8.1) 
Set ; ~  = .~, "Cx and note that :~; = R,C~'x = (~lx(Di). Then (2.14) and 
(3.7)(ii) imply that .~; 9 (.~})~' ~ '  = .~i+/ at each fixed point. Thus (3.8.1) 
follows from part (i) and Lemma 3.6. This completes the proof. [2] 
4. Domains of dimension two which are generated in degree one 
Let R be an algebra satisfying the hypotheses of  (2.1) and generated in degree 
one, and define Y and its automorphism a as in the last section. The aim of  this 
section is to prove that R has finite codimension in the twisted homogeneous 
coordinate ring B(Y,~,cr), as defined below (see Theorem 4.7). The signifi- 
cance of  this result is that the properties of  twisted homogeneous coordinate 
rings are rather pleasant; many of  them are the same as for the commutative 
ring B(Y, S ,  id) (see Corollary 4.8 for the details). 
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For any triple (Y , • , a )  consisting of a projective scheme Y, an auto- 
morphism a of  Y, and an invertible sheaf S on Y, the twisted homo- 
geneous coordinate ring B -- B ( Y , ~ , a )  is defined as follows: B is the 
graded k-algebra ~i>_oBn, where B,, = Bnz", for B,, = H ~  and 
_ _ 0  -m 
L~(', = ~ ' | 1 7 4 1 7 4  The multiplication map Bm(~J)B n --+ Bin+, is de- 
fined by taking global sections of the natural isomorphism 9 ~"' ~, ,6)Lf= -~ Sin+,,. 
(Here z can be thought of as a dummy variable which encodes the automor- 
phism a. It has been introduced for consistency with the earlier parts of this 
paper.) 
We recall some results of  [AV] about the structure of B(Y,<W,a). An in- 
vertible sheaf S is called ci-ample if, for every coherent sheaf J ,  one has 
H q(Y , ,~  | cj=) = 0, for all q > 0 and n ) )  0. Given a graded ring B, let 
gr-B denote the category of Noetherian graded right B-modules and let ~(B) 
denote the full subcategory of graded, finite dimensional B-modules. Write ~ -  
B =- (gr-B)/~(B) for the quotient category. Two graded right B-modules M and 
M ~ are called equivalent if their images in ~ - B  are equal. If  B is Noetherian, 
then two finitely generated, graded modules M, M z are equivalent if and only if 
their tails M>== = ~g>=,, Mi and M~,  are equal for sufficiently large n. Denote 
by (r;r-mod the category of coherent sheaves on a scheme Y. 
Let (Y, f ,  a) be a triple as above, assume that Lf is both a-ample and a - i -  
ample, and let B = B ( Y , ~ , a ) .  By [AV, Theorem 1.3], B is Noetherian l, and 
there is an equivalence of categories ~'r-mod --~ ~f-B, under which a coherent 
sheaf ,:t/' is mapped to the module F.(,  ~/ ' )= ~ , c ~ H ~  ~' Q <,U=). 
The following result complements the results of [AV] and gives a noncom- 
mutative analogue of a theorem of Serre. 
Theorem 4.1. Let 6 be an automorphism o f  a projective scheme Y, and let 
c~ be an invertible sheaf  on Y which is both a-ample and a- l -ample.  Set 
B = B(Y, CS, a), as above. Let  R = ~i>=oRnz = C B be a graded subring ~[" 
subexponential growth. Assume that, Jor n ~ O, Rn generates ,W C~ S ~ ~ . 9 9 G 
~ " - ~  and that the map Y --+ IP(R*= ) defined by R,, is an embedding. Then 
Rm =Bm f o r  all m >~ O. 
We conjecture that the growth condition follows from the other hypothe- 
ses. Note also that R is not assumed to be finitely generated in Theorem 4.1. 
However, this follows from the conclusion of the theorem. Indeed, by [AV], 
B is a finitely generated, Noetherian algebra. Since B/R is finite dimensional, 
Lemma 1.14 implies that R is Noetherian and finitely generated. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be obtained through a series of lemmas. The 
first is a standard application of a-ample sheaves that will be used frequently. 
Lemma 4.2. Let , 2  be a coherent sheaf  and 5/? an invertible sheaf  on a 
projective scheme Y such that S is both a-ample and a- l -ample .  Then: 
I In [AV], this theorem carelessly states that B is Noetherian if  5 ~' is e-ample.  What is proved is 
that, with our conventions, B is right Noetherian. 
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( i )  For n >> 0, the sheq/" ,~- @ Lf,, is generated by its sections. 
(ii) Let V be a vector space q /  global sections of  a coherent sheaf 
,~ which generates ,~, and let r C N. For m >> 0, the natural map 
V ~,o Ho( y, 9 ,~" ~ ,r .~,,, ) ~ H~ Y, ,~ @ 5'~m ) is surjective. 
(iii) Keep the hypotheses of  part (ii). Then, for all m >> 0, the natural 
homomorphism V ~'' @ H~ Y, 5F,, ) ---+ H~ Y, ~ " '  @ s ) is surjective. 
Proof (i) This is [AV, Proposition 3.2]. 
( i i )  It follows easily from the definition that (~ is a-ample if and only i f  
W ~" is a-ample and so we may assume that r = 0. 
There is a short exact sequence 
0 --~ , #  - ~  V (~'~k (~:v -+ ,~ --+ 0 .  
Since (S is a-ample, Hi(y,,#'@ cS,.) = O, for all m >> O. Thus, tensoring this 
exact sequence with Sm and taking global sections gives the exact sequence 
0 -+ H~ @ S,, ,)  -+ V @~. H~ Sm)  ~ H~ @ ,(2~ ----+ O, 
as required. 
(iii) In this case, applying a - "  to the given map, it suffices to prove that 
0 (5 - I n  ff--m 
the map V @ H (Y, Ym ) -~ H~ @ (~,, ) is surjective. Now, (~,~,-" = 
( ~ - ~  |  @ 5(/~ ". Thus, this result follows from part (ii), with a replaced 
by a i a n d r =  1. [2 
Lemma 4.3. It suffices to prove Theorem 4.1 Jor some pair of  Veronese rings 
R (d) c B (d). 
Proof Observe that the hypotheses of  Theorem 4.1 do carry over to these 
Veronese rings. If  Rlff ) = B}ff ) for r >> 0, then R,-d = B,d for all r >> 0. Let 
V = R, and +~ = 5(, for i >> 0. Then Lemma 4.2(ii), with m = rd implies 
that the multiplication map 
__~t __0.1 
is surjective for r >> 0. Hence, R i + r d  = Bt+rd, as required. D 
Lemma 4.4. Let B = B ( Y , S , a )  be as above. The Junctor F. defines a bijec- 
tion between the set o f  equivalence classes of  two-sided ideals" M of  B and 
the set of  a-invariant closed subschemes Z of  Y. 
Proof This is an elementary computation. Let j denote the ideal sheaf o f  
a subscheme Z and set M = F.(J)>__o and M tin) = ] ' , ( J ~  0. Applying 
the functor F.__>0 to the inclusion 0 ---+ j ~ (5% yields an inclusion of  right 
B-modules 0 --~ M --+ B. Here, the inclusion M, = H ~  | ~ , , )  C_ B, = 
H~ L/J,) is the map obtained by taking global sections of  the multiplication 
map j | S ,  --~ 6~r | Lf.  = S , :  
o.n- I O.n-- I 
| 1 7 4 1 7 4  ~ - ~ 2 o | 1 7 4  - 
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So left multiplication by Bm o n  such a section is given by 
~ 00n - I 
(I~o | "'" | Pn,-I ) " (~20 | " '" | '~,,-1 ) 
Oo11-- l )00m 
= (P0 |  | # m - l ) |  (~20 | " "  | 2+_1 
00m ^ Gn-- l )r 
~ -  O~ ( ~ O @ ' ' ' @ ] 2 m _ l ) | 1 7 4 1 7 4  I , 
which yields an element of  ,r @ ~m+n. Thus, i f  b G Bm and a E M,, then 
ba E M(m"+~. I f  Z is a a-invariant closed subscheme of  Y, then M (m) C M, and 
M is an ideal of  B. 
Conversely, suppose that M = F.(,r is a two-sided ideal of  B. I f  
m,n are sufficiently large then, because S is a-ample,  ~ m  and J | cf~ are 
generated by their global sections Bin, respectively M,. Since Bmm n C Mm+n, 
it follows that J00" @ 5r C_ j | 5gm+~. Hence J + "  C_ J and so J ~ "  = J .  
Since this is true for all large m, J00 = S .  Thus, J ;  is the ideal sheaf of  a 
a-invariant subscheme Z. [] 
Lemma  4.5. B is finitely generated as a left and right R-module. 
Proq[; Fix n >> 0 for which R,~ generates L/~n. Then, Lemma 4.2(ii) implies 
that the multiplication map 
- -an  0 00n 
-R, | B m =-fi, | H (Y,L/~m ) ---~ H~ 5~,+m) = B,,+m 
is surjective. Hence, B is a finitely generated left R-module. An analogous 
argument, using Lemma 4.2(iii), shows that BR is finitely generated. 5 
Proo f  o f  Theorem 4.1. Let Z be a a-invariant closed subscheme of  Y. We can 
identify F.(~z)>=o as the ring Bz = B(Z, 5flz ,  alz ). Applying the functor F.__>0 
to the exact sequence 0 ---+ j ~ (gr ~ C()z -+ 0, yields an exact sequence of 
right B-modules 
O ---~ M --+ B ~ B z ---, e --~ O , 
where e is finite dimensional [AV, Lemma 3.13]. Thus, if B' denotes the im- 
age of  B in Bz, then Bz/B'  is finite dimensional. Let R t = (R + M ) / M .  The 
hypotheses of  the theorem carry over to the pair R' C_ Bz; in particular, the 
map Z--~  IP(V*), defined by V = (R, + M ) / M ,  is the restriction of the map 
Y ---+ ]P(R2), hence it is an embedding of  Z if n is large. By Noetherian in- 
duction on Y, we may assume that R does not have finite codimension in 
B, but that R' has finite codimension in Bz for every proper a-invariant sub- 
scheme Z C Y, or equivalently, that for every non-zero ideal M of  B, the ring 
(R + M / M )  has finite codimension in B/M. This implies that R and B have no 
ideals in common. Observe that, as the induction is on Y, Lemma 4.3 implies 
that R (d) and B ~d) also have no ideals in common. 
The next lemma will allow us to reduce the proof  to the case that Y is an 
irreducible variety. 
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L e m m a  4.6. Suppose, in addition to the above assumptions, that there exist 
non-zero, a-invariant, ideal sheaves ,gl . . . . . .  ~r of  Cr such that J~l J2  " " . f  / = 
O. Then Theorem 4.1 holds Jbr Y. 
Proof  By induction, we may assume that d = 2. Let Mr, = F . ( J i ) > 0 ,  and 
we write ZI for the closed subscheme defined by J i .  Since J I  is a (right and 
left) (5~z2-module, the right action of  B on Mi factors through the quotient 
B2 = B/M2 C_ Bz2. Thus, Ml is a right (and, analogously, left) B2-module. 
Since B is Noetherian, this implies that Mj is a finitely generated left or right 
B2-module. Write R2 = ( R + Mz )/M2 C B2. By the inductive hypothesis, Bz/R2 
is finite dimensional and so  R2 is Noetherian. Thus, Mt and Nl = R N Mi 
are Noetherian (left and right) R2-modules. This implies that N( = B2N1B2 is 
a Noetherian R2-module and that N(/NI is finite dimensional. Consequently, 
for m >> 0, (NI)>__m = (N[)>m is a B2-module and hence an ideal of  B. 
However, by the inductive hypothesis, R and B have no ideals in common; thus 
(Nj)_>_.l  = 0 .  
This implies that R ~-~ B/(M1 )>=m. We may replace R by k + R>=m without 
loss and so conclude that R ~ B/MI = B(Zl ,~[z l ,~ lz l  ). Then for every n, 
the map qb, 9 Y ~ lP(R~) defined by R~ factors through Z~. This contradicts 
the hypothesis that qS. is an embedding for n >> O. [] 
Completion o f  the proof  of  Theorem 4.1. The nilradical ..,V' o f  6~y is o-- 
invariant. So if .JV':t:0, then there is a nonzero invariant ideal J such that 
j 2  = 0. This contradicts Lemma 4.6 and implies that Y is reduced. Suppose 
that Y is reducible. By Lemma 4.3, we may freely replace R and B by their 
Veronese rings R (d) C B (d) and this has the effect o f  replacing ~ by a d. Now, 
operates on the set of  irreducible components of  Y, and passing to the ap- 
propriate Veronese rings, we may assume that this operation is trivial. Thus, 
each irreducible component Y, of  Y corresponds to a a-invariant ideal sheaf 6 
of  6~r and [ I J ,  9 = 0. Once again, this contradicts Lemma 4.6. 
Thus Y is reduced and irreducible. Therefore B and R are domains and, 
since it has subexponential growth, R is an Ore domain, and we may form 
the graded quotient ring Q(R) of  R. By Lemma 4.3, again, we may replace 
R by a Veronese ring and assume that RI 4=0. By hypothesis, the map to 
projective space defined by Rn is an embedding of  Y for some n. Therefore, 
the subfield of  Q(R) generated by Rn is the field of  fractions K of  Y, which 
is also the degree-zero part of  Q(B). Since R contains an element z of  degree 
one, Q(R) = Q(B) = K[z ,z- I ;a] .  In particular, B/R is a torsion (left or right) 
R-module. 
Since B/R is a finitely generated, torsion right R-module, the left annihilator 
U = E-annR(B/R) is a non-zero ideal of  R. Similarly, V = r-annR(B/R) and 
VU are non-zero ideals of  R. Since VU is an ideal o f  B, this contradicts our 
inductive assumption and completes the proof  of  the theorem. [] 
We now return to rings of  Gelfand-Kirillov dimension two and apply The- 
orem 4.1. 
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Theorem 4.7. Let R = ~ i > o R i  be a connected graded domain, #ener- 
ated by Ri as a k-alyebra, with GKdim(R) : 2 and graded quotient ring 
Q(R) ~ K[z,z-I;  a]. Then, there exist a projective curve Y birational to X,  
an autornorphism a of  Y and an ample, invertible sheaf S over Y such that 
R C B = B(Y, ~ ,  a), with B/R a .finite dimensional k-vector space. 
Proof This follows from Theorems 1.1 and 4.1 combined with Proposition 3.3. 
In more detail, by Theorem 1.1, R satisfies the hypotheses of  (2.1) and hence 
satisfies the hypotheses of  Proposition 3.3 (see the remark after that corollary). 
Let Y be the curve defined by Proposition 3.3, with its induced action of  a, 
and set Y = ~'6'~1(1 ), where lrn " Y -+ Y,, _C IP,, = 1P(R~*) is the map 
defined by R,,. By construction, 5q is generated by the sections Rl and hence 
__~.n I 
~ n  = S | . . .  | c~ ~'- j  is generated by the sections Ri " "  Ri = Rn, for all 
n > 1. Since Y is a curve and 5 a is ample, [AV, Corollary 1.6] implies that 
L,e is both a-ample and o--t-ample. Finally, for all n >> 0, ~,, is an embedding 
by Proposition 3.3. Thus, the hypotheses of  Theorem 4.1 are indeed satisfied 
for R C_ B(Y, c~, ~r). [] 
The strength of  Theorem 4.7 is that it allows one to use the ring B = 
B(Y, LP, a) to give a detailed description of  the structure of  R, as the next 
result illustrates. 
Corollary 4.8. Let R be a ring satisfjving the hypotheses o]" Theorem 4.7 and 
keep the notation of  that result. Then: 
(i) R is a Noetherian k-alyebra. 
(ii) &~r-mod is equivalent, both to ~3?-R and to R-~.  Under this equiva- 
lence, the sheaJ~.r over Y corresponds to the right module M = ~i>oH~ ~[/ 
|  
(iii) I f  the automorphism ~r associated to R has finite order, then R is a 
.finite module over its centre. 
Proof By Theorem 4.7, B/R is finite dimensional and so it suffices to prove 
the corollary for B. In this case, parts (i) and (ii) are proved in [AV], while 
part (iii) follows from [ST, Corollary 2.3]. [] 
As will be shown in Sect. 5, a version of  Corollary 4.8(ii) holds for any 
connected graded Noetherian domain R with GK dim(R) = 2. However,  if  R 
is not generated in degree one, then part (iii) need not hold. For example, let 
K = IE(u) with automorphism ~r defined by a(u)  = - u .  Set 
R = IE(z, wz2,w3z 2) C K[z,z-i;~r] where w = (1 + u ) .  
Then, R is a finitely graded, Noetherian, PI domain, with GKdim(R) = 2, 
but R is not a finite module over its centre. Since ungraded analogues of  
this example are well-known, the details of  this example are left to the 
reader. 
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As a second application of  Theorem 4.7, we complete our discussion of  
rings for which the associated automorphism a has finite order. In this result 
we do not assume that R1 +0 .  
Theorem 4.9. Let R be a .finitely graded domain with GK dim(R) = 2 and 
graded quotient ring K[z,z-1;a], where K = k (X)  and z E Q(R)I. Assume 
that [a] = d < cxD. The following are equivalent: 
(i) R is Noetherian, 
(ii) The Veronese ring R (d) is a .finitely generated commutative ring, 
(iii) Some Veronese ring R v) is generated in degree one. 
Assume, that Rl 4 0  and adopt the notation (~f (2.1). Then the above condi- 
tions are equivalent to 
(iv) The Veronese sequence {D~ a) } is a divisor sequenee fi~r the automor- 
phism id = cra. 
A detailed analysis o f  how part (iv) of  this theorem can fail is given by 
Propositions 2.6 and 2.8. An example of  a ring for which the equivalent con- 
ditions of  Theorem 4.9 do not hold is given by Example 2.5 in characteristic 
two. 
Proof Lemma 4.10 below shows that the Veronese subring R (a) of  a graded 
domain is Noetherian if and only if R is. In our situation, R (a) is a subring of  
K[zd,z-d;aa], which is commutative because a~/ = id. Thus R ~a) is commu- 
tative, and it is Noetherian if and only if it is finitely generated. I f  so, then 
some Veronese ring R (d/) is generated in degree one [Mu, Lemma, p. 282]. 
The equivalence of  ( i ) - ( i i i )  follows from Theorem 4.7. 
Suppose that RI +0 .  Then (ii) =~ (iv) follows from Lemma 2.3. Conversely, 
suppose that {Dmd } is a c~a-divisor sequence. Then Proposition 2.8 shows that, 
for some multiple k of  d, Dmk = mZ for large m. Because of Proposition 3.3, 
we may apply Theorem 4.1. We conclude that R ~k) has finite index in some 
twisted coordinate ring B(Y, S ,  1 ). So R (k) is Noetherian and finitely generated. 
Assertion (i) follows from Lemma 4.10. [] 
Lemma 4.10. 
(i) A right Noetherian, graded k-algebra S is a .finitely generated 
So-algebra. 
(ii) I f  S is a right Noetherian graded algebra, then ever), Veronese subring 
S ~/) is right Noetherian. 
(iii) A graded domain S such that some Veronese S (/) is' right Noetherian 
is a .finite right SV)-module, and hence is right Noetherian. 
Proof The first assertion follows from [Bo, II1, Sect. 2, Proposition 1]. The 
second is [AZ, Proposition 5.10(1)]. To prove (iii), we denote by P the residue 
r / -1S~ class of  r, modulo {, and we set ST = ~nSn/+r, SO that S = ~a,'r=0 ," I f  
ST 4: 0, then S_~ + 0 as well. Left multiplication by a nonzero element t E S_T 
defines an injective map ST -~ S~ which is right S~-linear. Now S~ is just the 
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Veronese ring S (/), with a different grading. So S is isomorphic to a finite sum 
of  regraded fight ideals of  S (/). [] 
5. The case of an automorphism of infinite order 
It remains to consider the structure of  rings R which are not generated in 
degree one and for which the associated automorphism cr has infinite order. 
The basic aim is to derive results that are the analogues of  Theorem 4.1 and 
those of  [AV] for these rings. I f  the gap divisor is zero, then some Veronese 
ring R (d) is generated in degree one, and so R has the basic properties of  a 
twisted homogeneous coordinate ring. The more interesting case is when the 
gap divisor is non-zero. In this case, R is similar, at least asymptotically, to the 
ring A of  Example 2.5 in characteristic zero; as with that example, R looks like 
an idealizer inside a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring (see Theorem 5.9), 
yet ~', = H ~  for n >> 0 (Proposition 5.4(i)), and the quotient category 
R--~ = (R-gr)/r(R) is equivalent to Cv-mod (Theorem 5.11). 
To avoid problems at the fixed points, we often assume that R satisfies 
(2.15). Recall that, i f R  is any ring satisfying (2.1), with Icrl = oo, then Lemma 
2.7 and Corollary 2.13 imply that (2.15) will always hold for some Veronese 
ring R (/). We do not assume R finitely generated, because there is no a priori 
reason why the Veronese ring of  a finitely generated k-algebra should itself be 
finitely generated. However, finite generation does follow from our hypotheses 
(see Theorem 5.6). 
We are interested in the asymptotic structure of  right R-modules M, so we 
will work in r - R ,  i.e., with the tails M__>, of  graded modules for sufficiently 
large n, ignoring irregularities which may occur in low degree. Thus, we usually 
work with indices i > nl, in the notation of (3.7) and we keep the notation 
developed there. In particular, for i > nj, i~i is an invertible sheaf on the 
stable image Y of  X and the relations (3.8) hold. As at the end of  Sect. 3, we 
will work mainly with fractional ideals. 
I f  M is a nonzero right ideal o f  R = (~-Riz i then, following previous 
notation, we write M i = m i  z i ,  and g / i  = m i ( ~ r  9 Thus, +r C_ :~i = Ri(()Y, and 
~/t i @ O~,j' C "/~'i+j for j >> 0.  (5.1) 
For i > nl, set J i  = J i ( M )  = J// / i  @ ? ~ / .  Thus c~i ~ ~ i  @ O~/ ~___ (~V; that is, 
J i  is an ideal in (gr. 
Lemma 5.2. Let M be a nonzero right ideal of  R, and let Mi, ~ ,  be as 
above. Then: 
(i) ~ t  i @ ~ j t  = o~#i+j for i , j  >> 0 where, by definition, ~ j  = ~j(f2) = 
~j | oy(a). 
(ii) J i  is independent of  i >> O. 
Proof Let Zn be the closed subscheme of  Y whose ideal sheaf is i n .  We first 
show that the support of  Z, is contained in a finite set S independent of  n >> 0. 
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Using Lemma 3.8(ii), and taking n = nl, one obtains 
J , ( - o - ' o )  = ,r | ~ , ( ~ - " o )  ~ 
~ V ~ V  , # ,  | , ~ "  | ,~,+j c_ ~'[r | ,-,,,+j = J,,+/9 
Since this is independent o f  j ,  we can take S = Supp(Z, h )U Supp(a-"~O). 
Next we show that ,.Hi | ~ '  C_ J / i U  for large i,j .  By (5.1), this is true 
at all points q o f  Y at which 3~]' ~ ~'" = / ,  that is, for all q ~ Supp(a-'~2). 
By Lemma 3.8(iii), it is also true at those points at which N//i = ~ ,  and 
~/i+j =- ?,r This includes all points q ~ S. For large i, S N Supp(a-is = 0 
and s o  #~i | ~ ; '  ~ J~i+j. 
Now set e, = length(~%), and e = liminf(ei). By the last paragraph and 
Lemma 3.8(iii), 
d'~i =~/ / / [ i |  ' | ~g i+ .J |  =~ for all i , j > > 0 .  (5.2.1) 
Thus e, => ei+t, and if we choose i so that ei = e, then ei+j = e too. This 
forces the inclusion of  (5.2.1) to be an equality. Both assertions o f  the lemma 
follow. D 
Lemma 5.3. Keep the above notation and assume that n is large enough that 
r N a-"O = O. Then: 
< r t+n 
9/]c~' § ,'~/[i+n | = J~/,+jn for all i,j > >  0 .  
Proof  The inclusion C_ follows from (5.1). Lemma 5.2(i) shows that J / i  | 
(7 t ~ 
~]n ~'~[i+jn a t  all points q E Y at which oAe' s "'" that is, at all points "",l n ~- Jn 
/t$ l+n 
q ~ Supp(a-i(2).  Similarly, ~ | ~( j - l )#  = ,/Hi+j, holds at all points at 
~'+" a ~'+" and these are the points q ~ Supp(o'-(/+n)~). By the which ~ ( j _  ~ ), = ,~(j_) ),, 
choice of  n, these two sets cover Y. [] 
We are now ready to prove the desired analogue of  Theorem 4.1. 
Proposition 5.4. Under Hypothesis 2.15, let M be a nonzero right ideal o f  R. 
(i) For large i, -Mi = H~ ,/[[i ). In particular, Ri = H~ Y, ~ ) for  large i. 
(ii) For n >~ O, we have Mi+j, = MiRjn + M,+,R(j-1)~ i f  i, j >~ O. 
Proof  We use the notation of  Proposition 2.11. Let n > nj be an integer. 
After possibly increasing n, we may choose s E ]N such that, on each infinite 
orbit of  a, and with a, b defined as in (2.11 ), we have a + b < s -< n - a - b. 
We may also assume that deg(~n)  > deg(f2). Let T denote the subring of  
K[zn,z-n;an] generated by R,z", write T = ~)j>=oTjZ nj, and let ~ = Tj((Jy. 
Thus ,~  = ~n, and for i > 1. 
By the choice o f  n, ,~,  and ~ are invertible sheaves on Y. 
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Lemma 5.5. Under the above hypotheses, ,Y~i + o~-'1 : ~in. 
Proof  By Lemma 3.8, ~ ' - l ) n  C :~i~ and ,~  C .~i~ for all i. Hence ~'-~ + 
, ~ f l  C_ ,~,,. To prove the lemma, we may verify equality locally at each 
point q E Y. Locally at the fixed points, ;JJ~in ~- "c~l by Lemma 3.8(i), so 
equality holds there. Thus it suffices to verify the equality on an infinite orbit 
of  ~ and hence, by Lemma 3.4, it suffices to check the corresponding fact 
about the divisor sequence. The divisor corresponding to ~ is Ui :=  D,, + 
~-~D,, + 9 .- + cr -~i- I)"D,, and the relation which must be verified is Ui U c~ -'~ 
U~_ i = Din. 
Clearly, U, U a - s u , _  l < Din. We prove the opposite inequality by induction 
on i. Now, U / :  Dn + cs -~ Ui_ 1. Thus, 
Ui U a-sU,_l  = [D, + a-"U,_1] u [o--'D~ + o- . . . .  U,-2] 
=> F : =  a-nD(i_l),, U D, U a-~D, . 
The choice of  s and (2.12.2) ensure that a-'~Dr, l~ > a-"f~]~ for each infinite 
orbit J of  a. Thus, by (2.12.1), F = Din, as required. [] 
Proof o f  Proposition <.4, continued. Theorem 4.1 applies to the ring T. It 
shows that 
Ti = H~ ,Y-,) for i >> 0 .  (5.4.1) 
By Lemma 5.5, there is an exact sequence 
0 ~ ~f~ ---, J~ (~ ,~ '~  ~ ;~i, ---+ 0 .  (5.4.2) 
The kernel ~gr is an invertible sheaf because the three other terms in the se- 
quence are invertible, and we have 
deg(,X/~ ) = deg( ,~)  + d e g ( , f _  j ) - deg(,~in) 
= (2i - 1 )deg(~n ) - deg(JSin ) 
= (i - 1)deg(.~,,) - (i - 1)deg(~) => i - 1 . 
I f  i is sufficiently large, H I ( Y , ~ )  = 0. Thus, by taking global sections of  
_ _  _ _ 0  - s '  
(5.4.2) and using (5.4.1) one finds that Ti + Ti_l = H~ On the other 
hand, by construction, Ti + Ti_l C Rin. We have thus shown that R,, = 
H ~ (Y,,~in) for i,n >> 0. 
We now use a similar argument on M. Fix i0 >> 0 and i0 < i -< i0 4-n. 
S i n c e  M i generates ,gg~, we have exact sequences 
0 --+ ,)f'j. ---+ Mi  @k ~r162 --~ .Jr O~'.jn ~ 0 
. f i t + I n  
for all j >> 0. Lemma 3.8(iii) shows that .~f)+/ = ~f/~) | ~ / ,  for all k >> 0. 
Since deg(~/n)  is large when { is large, this implies that H~(Y,~Y)) = 0 if 
j >> 0. Moreover, by  the last paragraph, H~ @k ~ '~)  = -Mi | Ri,.  Thus, 
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taking global sections of  the last displayed equation shows that the natural map 
M i Ok R jn ---+ H~ Y, ~ "/// i Q ~1,, ) is surjective for j >> 0. 
By Lemma 5.3, there is also an exact sequence 
O_t +n 
0 ----+ ~)~)" ----+ (~/~l t ~1 #a '  "1 @ (.,14/i+ n @) ,/[/tli+jn 0 . " j n .  ' # (  i -  I )n ) --+ ---+ 
~ '+"  hence H r (Y,.#)) = 0 if j >> 0. Combined Once again, ./4+/ = J{/@ .~/ ,  , 
with the last paragraph, this shows that, for j >> 0, the natural map 
d2 : M,  @ Rjn ~ - m i §  @ R ( j - I ) n  - - +  H~ 
is surjective. Finally, since Im(qS) C_ M,+/,,, this implies that Mi+j,, = H~ 
_ _  o -t _ _  __o- t+n  
~//,+/,,) and that M,+/, , = M,Rj,, + Mi+,,R(/_ 1),,, for all i0 < i < i0 + n and all 
j >> 0. This completes the proof  of  both parts of  Proposition 5.4. 72 
Theorem 5.6. Let  R be a finitely graded domain with GK dim(R)  = 2 and 
quotient ring K [ w , w  t ; r]  and. assume that [z[ = oc. We do not assume 
that Rt +0. Then, every Veronese rin9 R (d) is Noetherian, and hence finitely 
generated. In particular, R is Noetherian. 
Proo f  According to Lemma 4.10, it suffices to prove that some Veronese 
subring is Noetherian. Choose d so that R j + 0 .  Proposition 2.21 shows that 
the divisor sequence associated to R (J) is a aa-divisor sequence. Passing to a 
multiple of  d, if required, Hypothesis 2.15 will hold for R ('0. Thus we are 
reduced to the case that (2.15) holds for R. Then the fact that a right ideal 
M of  R is finitely generated follows from Proposition 5.4(ii). Hence R is right 
Noetherian. The fact that R is left Noetherian follows from the next lemma. 
[] 
Lemma 5.7. I f  R sati,~fies Hypothesis 2.15, then so does its opposite ring R ~ 
Proof  We identify the sets R and R ~ and denote multiplication in R ~ by o. 
9 . , - - r  
Define L ~ by R, = ~ '~  o z' = z ' L  ~ Then ~~ = Ri . Thus if D F denotes 
the a-divisor sequence associated to R ~ then D;  p = aiDi . Of course, the 
automorphism a is replaced by its inverse in the opposite ring. Hypotheses 
2.14 and 2.15 carry over. [] 
As was shown in Sect. 4, i f  R is generated in degree one then, up to a 
finite dimensional vector space, R is a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring. 
I f  R satisfies Hypothesis 2.15 but the gap divisor of  R is non-zero, then this 
is not true (see Proposition 6.6, for example). Nevertheless, as we show in 
Theorem 5.9, R is still closely related to a twisted coordinate ring and this, 
again, can be used to give a detailed description of  the module structure of  R. 
L e m m a  5.8. Let  R be a rin9 that satisfies Hypothesis  2.15. Take [Jl~i and nl 
as in (3.7). Then: 
(i) ~ := ~ | ( ~ - ) v  is a sheaf  that is' independent o f  i >> 0. 
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03 I 
(ii) I f  50n = 5s | c~ @ . .. | 50 , then 50i = Mi for  i >> 0. Thus, 50 
b an invertible sheaf  that is both a-ample and a-l-ample.  
(iii) .~i @ 55. ~' = ~i+j for  all i > n~ and j >= 1. 
Proof  (i) This follows from the computation 
~,+j+, o , ,  ,+j = (:)~,+~ @ ~ j  ) |  v o ( ~  7 )~) = ,~,+~ " ~ (,o~7)~ 
which is valid for i , j  > hi. 
(ii) For i , j  >> 0, we have 
50i ~- (,O~ i + j @ ( dJ~+.j-- l ) V )  @ ( ~ i + j - - 1  @ ( ~ J ~ 7 + j - - z ) V )  cr 
o . . -  o (~/+, o (~7)v) ~'-' 
= ~ , + ;  | ( ~ ' ) v  = ~ .  
S i n c e  ~~ i is ample for large i, this implies that 50 is also ample. Therefore, by 
[AV, Corollary 1.6], 50 is both a-ample and or-l-ample. 
(iii) Fix i > n~ and j >> 1. Then, by Lemma 3.8(iii, v), we have 
The result follows by induction. [Z 
Theorem 5.9. Let  R be a ring that satisfies Hypothesis 2.15 and let B = 
B(Y, 50, a), for  the sheaf  50 defined by Lemma 5.8. Then." 
(i) B contains R and is a Noetherian right R-module. 
(ii) As left R-module, B/R is' torsion. 
(iii) B is' a Noetherian left R-module i f  and only i f  the yap divisor f2 is' 
zero. 
Proof  We first show that R _C B, for which it suffices to prove that ~i  c L, ei, 
for all i >= 1. Suppose that .~j ~ 50j. Since 5 ~ is invertible, Lemma 5.8(ii) 
implies that 
0 3 
for all j >> 0. This contradicts Lemma 3.8(i) and hence proves that R _C B. 
By Proposition 5.4 and Lemma 5.8, there exists m such that 
- -  __fit O" i - -  
RiBj C H ~  @ 50~ ) C H~ O~.i+j) = Ri-h/, 
for i , j  > m. Thus, zmB>_m C R and, since R is Noetherian, both B>=m and B 
are finitely generated right R-modules. 
The same formula shows that (R>=m)2B C _ R>_mB>=m C R. Since R is left 
Noetherian, this implies that B/R is a torsion left R-module. 
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If  the gap divisor is zero, then .~  = :~ ,  and Proposition 5.4 implies that 
R i = B, for large i. Thus R has finite codimension in B. Conversely, if the gap 
divisor f2 is not zero, then .J, 4 :~ , ,  for large i, and the Riemann-Roch Theorem 
implies that R, 4=B,. Therefore dim~.(B/R) = ec. Since B/R is a torsion left R- 
module, it cannot be finitely generated. D 
Lemma 5.2(ii) allows us to associate a closed subscheme of  Y to a right 
ideal M of  R; set J ( M )  = ~ i ( M )  for large i, and define Z(M) to be the 
closed subscheme whose ideal sheaf is ~,r In fact, this is part of  the more 
general equivalence of  categories. Let ,~  E Cr-mod, the category of  coherent 
sheaves of  Cr-modules. Set 
M i ( g )  = H~ Q ~i),  and M = M ( ~ )  = (~ -M,z i . (5.10) 
t > o  
By Lemma 3.8(i), M is a right R-module. 
Theorem 5.11. Let R be a graded ring which satisfies Hypothesis 2.15 Then: 
(i) The map o:~ ~-~ (~,>oH~ | ,~,) defines an equivalence q[' cate- 
gories between C'v-mod and -~f-R. 
(ii) Under this correspondence, the c~-invariant ideals of Cy correspond to 
the classes of  two sided graded ideals of  R. 
Proof (i) When j is an ideal of  Cv, it follows easily from Lemma 5.2(ii) 
and Proposition 5.4 that the map of  part (i) is the inverse of  the functor 
M -+ J ( M ) .  In order to prove this for other coherent sheaves, one can either 
generalize [AV] to cover the present situation or use [SZ]. We will use the 
latter method since it is quicker, although this requires us to work with left 
modules. Thus, we consider the map 
9 , ~  H MR( ,~ )  = @ H ~  2.r |  
i > m  
(5.11.1) 
By the analogue of  Lemma 3.8(i), ~(,N) is a left R-module and we wish to 
prove that c~ induces an equivalence of  categories Cr-mod --~ R-gr. Part (i) of  
the theorem will then follow by applying Lemma 5.7. Note that, since we are 
interested in the image of  ~- in R-~ ,  the choice o f  the integer m in (5.11.1) 
is irrelevant and it will be convenient to take m >> 0. Let B = B(Y, SF, cQ, as 
before. 
By [AV, Theorem 3.12], the map fi : ,~ H MB(.~) = ~i>=mH~ 5('i | 
,N~')z i gives an equivalence of  categories C(~r-mod ~ B-~Y. Next, let I = 
(~,>mH~ i. By Lemma 5.8(iii), I is a right ideal of  B and, by Propo- 
sition 5.4. I = Re, , .  By [SZ, Lemma 2.6 and Proposition 2.7], the map 
7 : M s ( ~ )  ~ IMs(.N) provides an equivalence o f  categories B-~? ~ R-~.  
Thus, it remains to prove that c~ = ,/o ft. 
Note that IMB(J)r is the image in M~(~-), under the multiplication map, 
of  the space 
H~ Q H ~  | ,~'+' )z r . 
i + l - - r  
t, I > m 
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Since m >> 0, Lemma 5.8(iii) and Proposition 5.4 imply that this is contained 
in MR( ,~) , -=  H ~  | ,~")z" .  Moreover, by Lemma 4.2(iii), the map 
H~ Y, ,~, ) | H~ L#]' ~ lye' *' )z' --+ m R ( ~ ) i +  ] 
is surjective for all i >> 0. Thus, there exists t >> 0 such that ~/. [](,~)>__t = 
MR(,~)>=t = 7(,~-)>=t, as required. 
(ii) Let M be a nonzero, two-sided ideal. Then, with the usual notation, 
_ _ _ o  -t _ _  
RiMj C_ M,+j, and this implies that -~-~i | ,#~ '  c_ JZ',+j for large i,j. Tensoring 
with /Sv+j and using Lemma 3.8(ii), we obtain the relation e ~  ( - a - ( 2 )  c_ 
J i + j ,  for i , j  >> 0 . By Lemma 5.2(ii), this implies that J ~ ' ( - a - i f 2 )  C_ ~,r 
Thus ~r _C J is true at all points q ~ S u p p ( a - ' Q ) .  It is also true at points 
at which ~,r : Cr; that is, at points not in the support of  Z. Since Supp(Z) N 
Supp(cr-if2) = 0 for i >> 0, this implies that J ~ '  C_ ~r for such i. Thus ~J is 
a-invariant. 
Conversely, let j be a a-invariant ideal, define '#/i = J | "SJ and set 
Mj = M j ( J )  and M : M ( J ) .  Clearly, M > ,  is a right ideal of  R, for any 
n >> 0. Then, 
'~i ~ ,/~;' = "~i ~ J ~ ~;z ---- J; ~ ~J~'t ~g) "~;' ~ ~#i+j for all i ~ O. 
_ _ _ o  -t 
Taking into account Proposition 5.4, this shows t h a t  RiMj C M~+i, for all 
i , j  >> 0 and hence that M__>, is a left ideal for some n >> 0. [] 
Remark <.12. (i) The following special case of  part (i) o f  Theorem 5 . l l  will 
be used several times: To p E Y, or rather its associated skyscraper sheaf, part 
(i) of  the theorem associates a point module; that is an R-module M = M(p)  
with dim Mi = 1 for all i => 0. The analogous comment applies to Corollary 
4.8. 
(ii) Lemma 5.8 allows one to rewrite the equivalence of  part (i) of  the 
theorem as ~ ~ ~i>=oH~ 0 ~Pi), where ,~  = ,~  O .~nl O ~ 1 .  
6. Applications to the structure of graded domains of dimension two 
In this section we use the earlier results o f  this paper to describe the structure 
of  an arbitrary, Noetherian, connected graded domain R of  Gelfand-Kirillov 
dimension two. The natural way to do this is to relate R to a suitable Veronese 
ring R (d), and then to apply Theorems 4.9 and 5.11. But since the module 
categories of  these two rings are not equivalent, some care is required. 
We begin with a discussion of  Veronese rings in general. Let A be a graded 
ring, and let B = A (d), thus B, = And. I f  M = ~ M ,  is a graded A-module, let 
m (a) be the graded B-module defined by M (d) = ~ ) i M y  ), for M y  ) = Mji. Note 
that these definitions have the technical disadvantage that one must regrade B 
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and M (d) if one wishes to regard B as a graded subring of A and M la) as a 
graded B-submodule of M. 
Assume that A is right Noetherian. Then, by Lemma 4.10, B is also 
right Noetherian. Let gr-A denote the category of Noetherian, graded right A- 
modules, with homomorphisms being graded homomorphisms of degree zero. 
There is a pair of adjoint functors 
V:gr-A ~ g r - B ,  T ' g r - B ~ g r - A ,  
defined by V(M) = M (J), and T(N)  = N @e A, where T(N) is given the 
natural graded structure defined by T(N)t = ~-~1Nj ~ A,-dl (see [Ve] for the 
proof when A is generated by Ai and A0). Thus 
Home(N, V(M))  ~- HomA(T(N) ,M) .  
The functor V is exact, and T is right exact, full and faithful. Let cg denote the 
full subcategory of gr-A consisting of graded right modules such that V(M) = 
0. Then, c6J is a dense subcategory of gr-A, and gr-B is equivalent to the quotient 
category gr-A/Cd. We have VT ~ id, the kernel and cokernel of the canonical 
map TV(M) -+ M are in c6, and TV(A) -~ A. 
Recall that a nonzero graded A-module M is called i- critical if GKdim 
(M) = i and GKdim (M) < i for every quotient M of M. 
Proposition 6.1. Let A be a right Noetherian graded ring, which is a .finite 
left and right module over its Veronese subring B = A (al. 
(i) For any .finitely generated, graded B-module N, GK dim(N)  = GK 
dim(T(N)).  I f  M is a .finitely generated, graded A-module which can be 
generated by elements whos'e degrees are in dTZ, then G K d i m ( M )  = GK 
dim( V(M )). 
(ii) ! f  M E gr-A is i-critical, then V(M) is either the zero module, or else 
it is i-critical. 
(iii) For any N E gr-B, there is a maximal submodule C C T(N)  with 
C E %~, and N = T(N) /C has the properO' that V(IV) TM N. l f  N is i-critical, 
then N is i-critical. 
(iv) The fimction ~ sending N ~ 1V is a bijection from the set o f  i-critical 
B-modules to the set o f  i-critical A-modules which are .qenerated in degrees 
dTl. Its inverse function is V. 
(v) Let N E gr-B be an i-critical module with (prime) annihilator Q, and 
suppose that GKdim(B/Q)  = i. Let P C A be the annihilator ~[' the i-critical 
A-module ]V defined in (iii). Then GK dim(A/P) = i. 
Proof  (i) For N E gr-B, we have GKdim(N)  < G K d i m ( T ( N ) )  because 
N C T(N).  The other inequality follows from [KL, Proposition 5.6]. 
If M E gr-A is generated in degrees d7l, then the canonical map TV(M)  
---+ M is surjective. Hence GK di m(M)  >= G K d i m ( V ( M ) ) =  GKdim(TV(M))  
>= GKdim(M), which shows that GK dim(M) = GK dim(V(M)) .  
(ii) Let M E gr-A be an /-critical module such that V(M)4=O, and let 
: B --* V(M) be a nonzero map with cokemel N. We must show that 
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G K d i m ( N )  < i. Let 4) denote the adjoint map T(B)  = A -~ M. This map is 
not zero, and it factors through T(O), and provides a row exact commutative 
diagram 
A ~ T V ( M )  > T ( N )  - -~  0 
II .11 y+ 
A ~ M > C - - ~  0 
Since M is critical, G K d i m ( C )  < i. From the diagrarm, one deduces that 
the map k e r f  --~ ker9 is surjective, and hence that ker9 E cg. Applying V 
to the map 9 yields an exact sequence 0 ~ V(kerg)  ~ N --~ V(C). Since 
V(kerg)  = 0, this shows that G K d i m ( N )  < i, as required. 
(iii) It is clear that the maximal submodule C c T ( N )  with C E cg exists, 
and then V(C)  = 0, hence V(N) ----- VT(N)  ~ N.  Suppose that N is /-critical. 
I f  S = )VII is a proper factor o f  N, then V(S)  -~ V ( N ) / V ( I )  = N/V(1) ,  and 
V(I )  ~= O, by the definition o f  cg. Hence GK d i m ( V ( S ) )  < i. Since T ( N )  is gen- 
erated by N, it is generated in degrees d2g, and so is S. By (i), G K d i m ( S )  < i, 
and this shows that N is /-critical. 
(iv) Items (ii) and (iii) show that the maps ~ and V carry/-critical modules 
to /-critical ones. Since .g- = T ( N ) / C  with C E ~,  V(N) = VT(N)  -- N. For 
the composition in the other order, let M be an /-critical A-module generated 
in degrees dZ,  and set N = V(M).  Let N = T ( N ) / C  as in (iii), and let 
C be the image of  C via the surjective map T ( N )  -~ M. Then, since N = 
V ( M )  = V(M/C)  and M are /-critical, part (i) implies that G K d i m ( M / C )  = 
i = G K d i m ( M ) .  Since M is critical, C = 0. So the surjective map T ( N )  ~ M 
factors through ]V. Since N is /-critical and M has GK-dimension i, the map 
--~ M is bijective. This shows that ~ and V are inverse functions. 
(v) The module N is a homomorphic image of  a sum of  shifts o f  B/Q, and 
so N is a homomorphic image of  a sum of  shifts o f  M :=  T(B/Q)  = A/QA. 
Regarding M as an (ungraded) (B,A)-bimodule, we have { - a n n ( M ) =  Q. Let 
I = r-ann(M). Then by [KL, Lemma 5.3], i = G K d i m ( B / Q )  = G K d i m ( M )  -- 
GKdim(A/ I ) .  Since I C P = r-ann(N),  it follows that G K d i m ( A / P )  <= i. 
Since G K ( N )  = i, the opposite inequality also holds. [] 
We now return to rings o f  dimension two. Since we are interested in rings 
that need not contain elements o f  degree one, the following conventions will 
be in force for the rest of  the section: 
Notat ion 6.2. A is a finitely graded, Noetherian domain, with G K d i m ( A )  = 2 
and graded quotient ring Q(A) -~ K[t, t - l ;  z], where K = k ( X )  is a function 
field in one variable. By regrading A, if  necessary, we will assume that t E 
Q(A)I.  By Theorem 4.9, respectively Theorem 5.6, we may choose an integer 
d such that, if R = A (d), then either R is a commutative ring generated in 
degree one (and IT] < ~ )  or R is a ring that satisfies (2.15) (in which case 
I~I = oc). We define a = z d and let Y be the curve associated to R in Sect. 3. 
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Recall that, if ]r] = oo or if A is generated in degree one, then the 
Noetherian hypothesis in (6.2) is automatic, by Theorems 5.6 and 4.9. If  
k is algebraically closed, then Theorem 1.1 implies that the hypothesis that 
Q(A) ~ K[t,t  i ; r ]  is also automatic. 
Corollary 6.3. Let A and R satisJ)~ the hypotheses o f  (6.2). 
(i) Let  M be a 1-critical graded right A-module. Then Jor n >> 0, dim Mn 
is' a periodic function o f  n whose values are taken in the set {0, 1}. 
(ii) The 1-critical A-modules that are generated in de qrees d2g are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the points o f  Y. 
Proo f  (i) Because of  (6.1)(ii) and the possibility of  shifting degrees, it suffices 
to prove this for the Veronese ring R = A (J). The result now follows from 
Remark 5.12 combined with the equivalence of  categories given by Corollary 
4.8(ii), respectively Theorem 5.1 1 (i). 
(ii) By Proposition 6.1(iv), the 1-critical A-modules generated in degrees 
dT/are  in one-to-one correspondence with those over R and hence, by Corollary 
4.8(ii) and Theorem 5.1 l(i), again, are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
points of  Y. [] 
I f  A is the ring of  Example 2.5 in characteristic zero, then, for each n > 0, 
i - t n ( [ S Z ,  there exists a cyclic, 1-critical A-module with Hilbert series (q~55-~) 
Lemma 3.4]). Thus, in part (i) of  Corollary 6.3, it can take arbitrarily long be- 
fore dim Mn settles down. The second part of  the corollary raises an intriguing 
question: does there exist a natural structure on the set of  1-critical A-modules 
generated in degree zero that makes this set into a variety isomorphic to Y? 
I f  A is generated in degree one, then this is true and is the philosophy behind 
the variety of  point modules considered in [ATV]. However, the structure used 
in that paper does not work for Example 2.5 (see [SZ]) and so a more subtle 
approach is needed in the general case. 
If  A and R are defined as in (6.2), then Theorem 4.7 and Proposition 5.4 
imply that each Rn is isomorphic to the vector space of  global sections of  the 
appropriate sheaf of  ~Jr-modules. This also holds for A: 
P r o p o s i t i o n  6.4. Let  A = (~n>=oAn and R = A (d) be defined as in (6.2). Then: 
(i) There exist coherent sheaves • , Y o  . . . . .  .Na-i  over Y, with ~ inver- 
tible, such that, Jor all 0 <<_ i <_ d - I and n >> 0, 
_~ . . .  S t ( , , -  ~),t ) Ana+i H~ +~i | 5F @ cS ~u | @ 
(ii) There exist integers ai, bj > 0 such that dimAnd+i = ain - b i ,  .for all 
0 < i < d a n d a l l n > > O .  
Proo f  (i) We return to the notation used in the proof  of  Lemma 4.10: A = 
( ~ a - I  A_ ,'=0 r, where ? is the residue class of  r modulo d. Regrading suitably, we 
may regard each Av as a graded right R-module. Depending on whether lal = 1 
or oc, let LP be the invertible sheaf defined Theorem 4.7 or Theorem 5.11. Now 
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apply Remark 5.12 together with either Corollary 4.8 or Theorem 5.11 to the 
R-modules A~. 
(ii) This follows easily from part (i) and the Riemann-Roch Theorem. 
One can obviously give considerably more information about how the ring 
structure of A affects the sheaves oN in this result. However, even when A is 
commutative, the ~ need not be invertible (see the example mentioned before 
Lemma 3.4). 
Recall, for example from Corollary 1.3, that A satisfies a polynomial identity 
if and only if Jr[ < o~. The next corollary makes this dichotomy more extreme. 
P r o p o s i t i o n  6.5. Let A satisfy the hypotheses of (6.2) and assume that Izl -- 
oe. Then: 
(i) A is primitive. 
(ii) I f  the associated curve Y is" elliptic then the only prime ideals" of  A 
are 0 and A+. 
(iii) I f  Y is not elliptic, it is rational. In this case, A has one or two 
prime ideals' Pj with GK dim(A/Pj) -= h Both are 9raded. I f  Q is' any other 
non-zero prime ideal of  A, then A/Q is'.finite dimensional and Q D Pj jor one 
of these graded primes Pj. 
Proo[2 (ii, iii) If  P is a non-zero graded prime ideal of A, then either GK 
dim(AlP) = 1 or P = A+ (use [KL, Theorem 2.5]). Let R = A (d) be defined 
by (6.2) and write 2/(R) for the set of graded prime ideals Q of R such that 
GK dim(R/Q) = 1. Recall from the discussion prior to (2.9) that the only finite 
orbits in Y are the fixed points. If  Q E ,~(R), then Theorem 5.11 applies, 
and it shows that, ignoring terms of  low degree, there is a unique 1-critical 
R/Q-module of GK-dimension 1, namely N = R/Q itself. So setting f ( Q )  = P, 
where P is the annihilator of  N- as in Proposition 6.1 (v), defines a single valued 
map f :  ?/(R) ---* ,~(A). 
To show that the function f is surjective, let P E :~(A) and let M be a 
1-critical graded right module whose annihilator is P. By Proposition 6. l(ii), 
V(M) is either 1-critical or zero. Shifting M as necessary, we may assume 
that V(M)+O. The right annihilator of V(M) in A is a prime ideal Q which 
contains V(P). This construction provides a right inverse to e. By the discussion 
before (2.9), this implies that ~ (A)  = t3 if Y is elliptic and that ,~(A) contains 
one or two primes if Y is rational. This proves (ii) and (iii) for graded prime 
ideals. 
Let Q be an ungraded, prime ideal of A. I f  A/Q is finite dimensional, then 
the remarks after [SSz, Lemma 4.1] imply that Q D P, for some graded prime 
ideal P E ?~(A). If  GKdim(A/Q) = 1, then [SW] implies that A/Q is a finite 
module over its affine centre and so Q --- A M, where M runs throughout 
the maximal ideals of A containing Q. But each such M contains the finite 
intersection W = A+ N N{P,-: Pi E :~(A)}. Thus, Q = Pi, for some such i. 
(i) If  w E W\{0} and M is any maximal (left or right) ideal or R containing 
1 - w, then parts (ii) and (iii) imply that R/M is a faithful simple R-module. 
Thus, A is primitive. [] 
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A finitely graded ring S is said to satisfy condition XI if dim Extls(S/S+,S) 
< oc. This condition is central to the study o f ~ - S  in [AZ]. l f S  is a Noetherian 
P! ring, then XI is automatic, by [AZ, Theorem 8.13], and so the next result 
determines precisely when this condition holds for domains o f  dimension two. 
Proposit ion 6.6. Let A be deJined as in (6.2) and assume that tzl = ac. Then: 
(i) The followinq conditions are equivalent: (a) some Veronese rinq A {~) 
is generated in de.qree one, (b) the .qap divisor ~ o f  A (a} is zero, (c )d im Ext~ 
(k,A) < oo. 
(ii) There exists n such that the Veronese rin9 A (') is 9enerated in de,qrees 
one and  two. 
Proqf. (i) Observe that, if A (''} is generated in degree one, then so is A ('a). 
Similarly, the gap divisor for A (a) is zero if and only if the gap divisor of  A {'J) 
is zero. Moreover, by Lemma 4.10 and the proof  of  [AZ, Proposition 8.7], the 
Ext condition holds for A if and only if it holds for A ("J). Thus, it suffices to 
prove the result for R = A ('~). 
I f  (2 = 0, then Lemma 3.8(ii) implies that ~,,,, + ~ " "  = ~(,,,+t), for i >> 0. 
It follows from Proposition 5.4 that, for large i, R ~') is generated in degree 
one. The Ext condition for R (i) and hence for R follows from Theorem 4.7 
combined with [AZ, Theorem 4.5]. 
I f  Q4=0, then (2,16) implies that Di + a~D,+-D2,, for any i > 0, and so 
R (i) cannot be generated in degree one. Also, Theorem 5.9 produces a ring 
B, such that B/R is infinite dimensional but R>=mB C R. This implies that 
dim Ext~(M,R) = oc, where M is the finite dimensional right R-module R/R>=,,,. 
By induction, dim Ext,(k, R) = ~ .  
We leave it to the reader to reduce assertion (ii) to Corollary 2.13(ii). [] 
One of  the major aims of  [SZ] was to produce an example (to wit, Example 
2.5 in characteristic zero) of  a Noetherian ring A for which dim ExtJ(k,A) = 
oc, since this provides a useful counterpoint to the positive results of  [AZ]. Of  
course, this also follows from Proposition 6.6. We have used that same example 
many times in this paper, simply because it is an archetypal example of  a ring 
with non-zero gap divisor. We end the paper by noting that the concepts o f  
the last two sections can be used to show the profusion of  such rings: 
Example 6. 7. Pick a projective curve Y with an infinite automorphism a. Write 
q5 - X -~ Y for the normalization of  Y and let Ux denote the union of  the 
infinite orbits o f  a. Pick a c~-divisor sequence {D,} supported on Ux for which 
the gap divisor sequence ~2 is non-zero. For example, one can fix an effective 
divisor (2 > 0 supported on Ux and define D,, inductively by DI = 0 and 
D~+j = D , , + a ~ D i  + ~ f 2  for n > 1. Since D,  is supported on Ux ~ U~, 
it defines an invertible sheaf Or(D~) over Y. Thus, we may consider R = 
k+(~>= iH~ 6>(D,))z". Condition (2.15) is trivially satisfied by R and so this 
ring satisfies all the conclusions of  Theorems 5.6, 5.9 and 5.11 and Proposition 
6.6 (with (2 + 0). 
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